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This study reports experimental and theoretical .fork on a high 
specific speed io^i hub tip radius ratio axial flow impeller.
The concept of a constant slip factor was examined and shown to 
be unfounded. For i/arf or nance prediction on a two dimensional basis, the 
 lip and deviation approaches are shown to be in no way contradictory. 
They are both essentially the seiae in that they each take into consideration 
the deviation of the flo?/ from the blade.
Two dimensional fluid flow outlet angles at different flow coef- 
ficients and different radius ratios ^ere obtained by potential flow solution 
of the cascades. 7h* flow was analysed by simple radial equilibrium methods 
based on the assumption that the flow was in radial equilibrium shortly after 
the blade row. The use of two dimensional potential flow angles showed 
only fair agreement with the experimental results in the prediction of the 
outlet axial velocity distribution. lien the eifect of secondary flows 
and axial velocity ratio was taken into consideration, good agreement was 
obtained at all flow coefficients in the unstailed region of flow.
A simple method for the calculation of the loss in relative total 
pressure from hot wire anemometer readingsof wake R.M.S. voltage has been 
suggested, and the losses obtained by this method are compared to the lorses 
derived from pitot tube measurements. The proposed method is seen to work 
satisfactorily.
The predicted head rise coefficients at different radius ratios and 
the integrated overall head rise coefficients are compared with experimentally 
obtained values at different flow coefficients. Good agreement was obtained.
To study the behaviour of the impeller, extensive aerodynamic
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measurements were made in front of and behind the impeller at different 
flow coefficients in the unstallod and stalled region of flow. Pictures 
of blade wakes we,e also obtained from hot wire anemometer traces* It 
was observed that the behaviour of the impeller suddenly changed when the 
flow wes reduced from the mean flow coefficient where th© overall efficiency 
was a maximum. It was found t^at this mean flow coefficient could be 
predicted usin^r the Bete "loading factor" criteria.
It was concluded that it is possible to design a low pressure rise 
irapeller of small hub tip radius ratio ami moderately large space chord 
ratio at the tip in the same way as conventional compressors are designed, 
provided correct estimation of the outlet angles can be made at different 
floT coefficients, as at large space chord ratios, the outlet angle is not 
constant ?dth incidence anf;le.
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xiii
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The most conventional design of axial flow impellers is based on 
the assumption of free vortex flow distribution downstream from the impeller. 
In free vortex flow the tangential component of velocity varies inversely as 
the radius and the axial component is uniform throughout the flow. There 
is no radial component of velocity, and the streamlines lie on circular, 
cylindrical surfaces which are axisymmetric. The specific work done by 
the moving blade row is invariant with radius, the circulation being constant 
along the blade length. The blade therefore sheds no vorticity into the 
flowf which remains free from vorticity. Hence it was thought that this 
type of flow led to greater efficiency.
The design point is only one condition on the performance curve. 
At other points the impeller works at "off design" conditions. Yfoen an 
impeller designed for free vortex distribution is operating at an off design 
condition, a radial variation of axial flow velocity appears in transit 
through the impeller and the flow ceases to remain irrotational. In such a 
case, radial equilibrium will be achieved some distance downstream, but only 
after a redistribution of streamlines takes place. The meridional stream- 
lines become parallel again but are no longer uniform, and the co-axial 
cylindrical stream surfaces downstream are found at radii different from 
those upstream. The redistribution of streamlines is accompanied by radial 
flow. Because of the axial and radial velocity changes, the tangential 
vorticity components assume finite values and thus the circulation along the 
blade must change. This involves changes in the whirl distribution, which 
no longer follows the free vortex law.
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When a larger quantity of flow is to be handled by an axial impeller 
smaller hub tip ratios have to be employed. A free vortex design leads to 
aii impeller blade which is twisted along its span, and on which the incident 
velocity varies considerably from hub to tip. In order to have a straighter 
blade, design methods other than "free vortex" have to be employed. Also, 
even a nominal Hfree vortex" design impeller has three dimensional flow 
except at the so called design point. The general problem of the design 
of impellers under conditions of three dimensional flow becomes important.
Along with three dimensional flows, secondary flows are also 
generated by the turning of a non-uniform inlet stream throu^i the blade row 
passage. These flows are the result of boundary layer growth on the casing 
wall of the impeller which in turn is the result of viscosity. This 
turning of the boundary layer produces a transfer of vorticity from a direction 
perpendicular to the stream to a direction parallel to the main stream flow.
The development of high pressure rise axial compressors, especially 
those employed in aircraft propulsion engines, has resulted in an extensive 
study of all aspects of three dimensional flow in such impellers. These 
impellers are of low specific speed and are characterised by a close spacing 
of the blades and a large hub to tip ratio. Axial impellers of high specific 
speed which are characterised by large throughputs and a consequent low hub 
to tip ratio, and greater blade spacing, have been comparatively neglected. 
Such impellers are widely used in industry;
The large blade spacing of such impellers raises the question of 
whether conventional, blade cascade design methods used in high pressure rise 
impellers could be successfully employed here. Also the small hub to tip 
ratio would tend to accentuate the effects of three dimensional flow. This
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study reports on an investigation into the flow in a nine bladed axial 
impeller with a hub to tip ratio of 0.33» Extensive experimental measure- 
ments nere made to determine the flow patterns over a wide range of operating 
Conditions. Predictions of performance are compared with experimental 
measurements showing good agreement  An assessment of the flow losses had 
to be made for performance prediction and this was done by the use of a hot 
wire anemometer measuring the velocity variation in the blade wakes. 
Allowance for changes in axial velocity was made when estimating the fluid 
flow angles.
II
RBVIIt OF LITER .TURK AND PROPOSED PROG-- AMKii OF ̂  
The head pise along a streamline in the relative flow of an incoa* 
pressible fluid through an impeller is given by the elementary equation
(2.1)
2 being the angular velocity of the impeller and r the radius. See Pig. 2.1 
for the definitions of quantities associated with the flow in an impeller. 
This is often referred to as the Buler turbonachine eouation. This implies 
that r2 is known for a given r. and that the tangential velocities C^2 and 
CG>, are known. It also assumes that there are no losses.
In any given design situation the problems have been the determination 
of Tp for a given r. , the accurate estimation of the angles of the flow 
relative to the impeller together with the determination of the axial 
velocities C ,. and C 2 before and after the impeller so that C ~ and C . may 
be calculated, and in accounting for the flow losses s that the actual 
rather then an ideal performance may be predicted. The problem is made more 
difficult by the exist ance of additional three dimensional effects due to 
boundary layer secondary flows and tip clearance flows.
If the flow is assumed to be cylindrical, which at first sight is 
reasonable in an axial flow impeller, r. is always equal to r^. The flow in 
any cylindrical plane can be assumed to be the same as the two dimensional 
flow in a flat plane which is the development of the cylindrical surfaces, 
The blades of the axial impellers are now represented in the flat plane as an 
infinite cascade of blades.
Assuming that the flow is always cylindrical and that the angle of 
flow p« (Fig. 2.1) is equal to the blade outlet angle (sometimes i entified
a* the blade no lift angle) the calculation is straight forward and the 
result is referred to as simple Euler theory. For a single impeller with 
a uniform axial inlet velocity the work flow characteristic of the impeller 
is given by
l/J = 2(1 - 0 tan (32 ) (2.2) 
where LfJ is the work coefficient and $ the flow coefficient.
A slip factor CL is introduced to allow for the fact that the actual 
flow would leave at an angle other than the blade outlet angle, the flow 
however still remaining cylindrical. Wislieenus [1] has calculated the 
magnitude of CH in terms of blade spacing and cascade influence factor K, 
o btaining
(  = _   g   I       (2.3)
where pn is the no lift angle of the blade.
The eascide influence factor K, introduced by Teinig [2] attempts to relate 
the circulation around a blade in cascade arrangement (as in turbomac nines) 
to the circulation around an isolated blade if it were at the same angle of 
attack in the same mean stream. ^here is considerable doubt about the 
validity of the concept of a constant slip factor Cf? . This is discussed in 
detail in Chapter III.
The assumption of cylindrical flow is in error and at the very best 
oan only be an approximate to the real state of affairs. As the flov; proceeds 
through the impeller the tangential velocities C^ change. Radial pressure 
gradients are set up and the. flow moves radially inwards or outwards until 
ultimately the radial pressure gradients are exactly balanced by the centri- 
fugal forces of the swirling flows.
There is a very limited set of conditions under which there is no 
radial shift of the streamlines in passing through the impeller* One of 
these it; the so called free vortex flow where the tangential component of 
velocity varies inversely with radius, the axial velocity remaining unchanged 
when the total pressure is invariant with radius. This implies equal work 
addition at all radii. Iree vortex design results in highly t?dste<3 blades 
for small hub tip radius ratio impellers* In order to have straighter 
blades other designs were tried. In most of these designs an attempt is 
made to satisfy the condition of radial equilibrium by balancing the radial 
pressure gradient with the centripetal acceleration due to the tangential 
component of velocity of whirl. The aic is to render radial flow negligible. 
Cohen and ^hite [3] derived an eouation for the calculation of flow in an 
axial compressor assuming that the flow had reached radial equilibrium at the 
trailing edge of the blade. In their derivation they assumed that the 
radius of streamline at outlet is the same as at inlet i.e, r2 = r. = r 
(fig. 3.5). They neglected interference from other blade rows* Bowen, 
Sabersfey and Rannie [4] improved upon the radial equilibrium theory of Cohen 
and White by omitting the approximation that r« a r, = r. They also assumed 
that the flow had reached radial equilibrium isaaediately downstream of the 
impeller. They neglected any interaction of the blade rows in a multistage 
machine. Experimental verification of this theory for the prediction of 
outlet axial velocity and the work flow coefficient at different radii was 
obtained at design and off design conditions of flow. For experimental 
verification two single stage compressors of hub tip radius ratio 0.6 were 
used. The first compressor was designed for free vortex whirl distribution 
and the other for solid body whirl distribution, i.e. where the tangential
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velocity is directly proportional to the radius,
For both compressors, the a^ .-eement betvreen the experiment ally 
obtained and theoretically calculated values of axial velocity was good 
except in the boundary layer regions. The agreement between the work-flow 
coefficient was only fair for both compressors. The effect of secondary 
flows was not taken into consideration. Thwaites [5] has compared the 
outlet axial velocity as predicted by the methods of Cohen and bite and of 
Bowen, Sabersky and Rannie for the first stage rotor of a multistage compressor 
Both methods have given nearly the same result*
In * blade row where the aspect ratio is high (ratio of blade height 
to axial blade length) it has been observed that radial equilibrium is not 
Obtained at the trailing edge of the blade and is not necessarily established 
between the rows of blades* An alternative to the radial equilibrium type 
of analysis is one in which it is no longer assumed that the radial movement 
of streamlines takes place only within the impeller. The blade row is 
replaced by a disc of infinitely small axial thickness, across which a sudden 
change in tangential velocity and vortioity takes place. Radial equilibrium 
exists far upstream and far downstream of the disc but not necessarily in 
between these stations* kudan [6] was the first to suggest the use of this 
actuator disc model* He showed that upon the assumption of an infinite 
number of infinitely thin blades, aad a system of trailing vortices that 
extended downstream to infinity in concentric cylinders, the effective axial 
velocity at the blade is the mean of the axial velocities at points upstream 
and downstream where equilibrium exists* To know the variation of axial 
velocity inbetween the points of equilibrium far upstream and far downstream, 
Marble [?J introduced the so called "exponential approximation" to the
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throughflow. Bragg and Hawthorne [8] derived an actuator disc equation 
in terns of stagnation enthalpy and stream function. They obtained some 
exact solutions for the equation under special restrictive conditions. 
Horlock [9, 10], TTftwt orne and Horlock [11] have obtained general solutions 
for single and for any number of closely packed discs including the inter- 
ference effect of discs* They have \l»ed this theory for flow analysis in 
an isolated rotor and in a complete stage of a compressor of hub tip radius 
ratio of Q,i?. In an isolated rotor axial velocities were measured at 
dlffe ent chord lengths downstream and compared with the values for different 
positions calculated by the "exponential decay" equations obtained by then* 
Good agreement was obtained except in the boundary layer regions at hub and 
tip* They have also predicted axial velocities at very low flow rate with 
appreciable stall for a complete stage after allowing for losses. This has 
been compared with experimental results* The theory was able to predict 
the trend of the profile correctly though the agreement was only fair* To 
obtain an actuator disc solution it is necessary that an approximate position 
of the disc should be selected* Marble [7] suggested that the actuator disc 
should be located at the centre of pressure of the blade, Horlock and 
Deverson f12] conducted some experiments on the flow through an isolated 
rotor row and suggested that the disc should be located within the blade row. 
and may be placed 30 to 40 percent of the chord ahead of the trailing edge 
of the blade row. Hawthorne and Horlock [11] have suggested that for 
simplicity it may be placed mid way through the blade row except in the case 
of stalled blade row, when the disc is better located at the leading ed^e, 
Lewis [13] has suggested that the location of actuator disc is related to the 
processes of shedding of the bound vorticity of the blades and that
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it should be located at a third of the blade chord from the leading edge, 
Also the bound and shed circulation distribution varied with flow coefficient; 
thus the best location for the actuator disc will also slightly vary over the 
operating range.
Both radial equilibrium and actuatoral.se methods are simplified 
views of the general problem of flow in turboraachines. Wi [14] derived 
the general equations governing the flow through turbo machines. Stream- 
line curvature and matrix throughflow methods are used to obtain the general 
solution of flow through turbomachines. Marsh [1$] has pointed out that 
both the methods are based on the same mathematical model* For both these 
methods high speed computers are necessary* Marsh [16] has written a general 
programme for the matrix flow method which is stored at The National Physical 
Laboratory,
Any method to be used for flow analysis depends upon the type of 
the machine and the facilities available. In the simple radial equilibrium 
equation it was assumed that radial equilibrium is attained at the blade 
trailing edge or very near the blade trailing edge and does not take into 
consideration the interaction of blade rows. Therefore this method is more 
 uitable for an isolated rotor while the actuator disc equation which takes 
into consideration the effect of interaction of the blade rows will be more 
suitable in a stage than the simple radial equilibrium equations. To 
obtain solutions with the streamline curvature method and matrix flow method, 
high speed computers are necessary and for the matrix flow method variation 
of angle from inlet to outlet throughout the blade passage should also be 
known,
Many investigations have been nade on both h±i:h and low pressure
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rise iapellers which have been designed on the basis of free vortex v.-hirl 
distribution as well as many other types of distribution of the tangential 
velocity. The (iesi vm analysis being carried out either on a simple two 
dimensional basis or based on one of the three methods discu sed. In. accord 
with the interests of the present investigation attention will mainly be 
concentrated on low pressure rise impellers*
Ruden [6] designed three a^ial floT? fans using the various charts 
given by him. For the design of these fans the cascade influence factor 
and thickness factor was taken into consideration* The axial velocity at 
the rotor was taken as the aean of the axial velocity far upstreaa and far 
downstream. The upstream axial velocity was assumed constant an I the down- 
stream axial velocity was calculated from the simple differential equations 
obtained by him. He designed the fans for constant energy additions at all 
radii* The design operating point and, the hub tip radius ratio was the saae 
for all the three fans* However, the chord distribution was different* In 
the first case it was decreasing from hub to tipf in the second it fas constant 
and in the third it was increasing* For all the rotors, good agreement has 
been shown between the theoretically calculated and experimentally obtained 
pressure rise coefficients for different flow coefficients except near the 
hub axil the tip* The sharp decrease in pressure rise coefficient and 
efficiency near the tin wan attributed to tip clearance losses and near the 
hub to secondary flow losses. Besides the total pressure rise coefficient 
and efficiency, no other experimental details are given and ae such, not much 
information can be obtained.
Khane [17] applied Ruden 1 a [6] theory that the axial velocity at the 
rotor is the mean of the ^xial velocity far upstream and far downstream of
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the rotor, in conjunction with two dimensional cascade data to design two 
axial flow fans. One fan was designed for approximately uniform and the 
other for solid body ishirl distribution downstream of the iiapeller. The 
fans were of 0.6 hub tip radius ratio and of unity space chord ratio from 
hub to tip* Kxtenaive aerodynamic measurements were made in front of and 
behind the impellers at different flow coefficients. In the solid body 
design tip clearance effects were also investigated. Comparison with 
theory has been shown only at design point operation. Outside the 
boundary layer region good agreement has been obtained for axial velocity 
and pressure rise coefficient, He concluded that high efficiency fans 
can be desi neci incorporating three dimensional flows to obtain higher 
pressures. For the calculation of outlet axial velocity, he used Kuden's 
equations in simplified way.
Mlkhail [1*VJ designed and testeJ four fans. The first was of 
low hub tip radius ratio of 0.29 and large space chord ratio of four at the 
tip. This was designed by simple aerofoil theory without taking into 
consideration the cascade influence factor, for this rotor free vortex 
whirl distribution was selected. The second fan was designed for non- 
free vortex whirl distribution with increasing blade circulation from hub 
to tip. The hub tip radius ratio was 0.5 with space chord ratio decreasing 
from hub to tip. At the tip it was G.75. The third fan was of free 
vortex design with constant blade circulation. The hub tip radius ratio 
was 0.5 and the space chord ratio increased from hub to tip being two at 
the tip. The fourth fan had a non-free vortex flow with decreasing blade 
Circulation towards the tip* In this case the hub tip radius ratio was 
0*5 with a space chord ratio of 1.5 at the tip. The last three machines
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were desi oned by the cascade methocJ. In the cascade design method, up to a 
limited space chord ratio which is generally 1*5, the outlet fluid angle 
calculated by semi-empirical rules. Mikhail used Constant's deviation, 
All the four fans were made of 1 RBL. thick sheet metal. The aim of these 
teats was to check the validity of the fact that the axial velocity at the 
rotor plane is the mean of the axial velocities far upstream and far down- 
stream where equilibrium exists y and to investigate losses in non-free vortex 
machines* esuits have been plotted at the maximum efficiency point for- all 
the fans. He concluded that for lightly loaded machines designed for free 
vortex whirl distribution, the above fact was established. But for highly 
loa^sd machinee, tests did not give enough evidence to establish the accuracy 
of the above theory. He further concluded that properly designed non-free 
vortex machines have values of total efficiency comparable to that of free 
vortex machines. He also observed that re.dial equilibrium was reached at 
a place not very far from the rotor and before the measuring plane, but he 
has not given the distance of the measuring plane from the rotor. Ke 
observed that the difference between the measured outlet angles and those 
predicted by Constant's rule was due to secondary flows. However, in the 
middle region also the agreement is only fair, Barna [19] conducted tests 
on an axial flow fan of hub tip radius ratio of 0.5 an.! with four blades of 
decreasing blade chord from hub to tip. The fan was designed by aerofoil 
theory for free vortex whirl distribution and uniform axial velocity from 
inlet to outlet. R.A.P. 6?, Section was used for blades. The tests were 
conducted at two blade settings and four different speeds and at different 
flow coefficients. The flow was varied by providing wire screens of varying 
mesh sizes at the outlet of the tunnel, Aerodynamic surveys ei made in
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front of and behind the irrtpaller. No comparison haa been shoim with design 
values us the lain purpose of the tests were to observe the behaviour of the 
fan at design and at off design conditions. From these tests he concluded 
that at the design operation point, the fan satisfies the requirements of 
irrotational flor except near the hub and the tip, but at off design conditions, 
the i'low pattern was considerably altered and the flow ceased to be irrotational . 
He further reoosunended that special attention should be given to the hub and 
tip regions while desirning the fan. Miller, Grouse and Sandercock [20 j 
tested three isolated rotors in water. These rotors were designed by N.A.C.A. 
Diffusion Factor 75. This factor is a blade loading criterion. It is 
suggested that the separation will occur on the suction surface of the cascade 
aerofoil when the value of "Diffusion factor" D given by
increase a certain value. Originally, this was suggested to be 0,6 as 
given by Horloek [21]* 5*he first rotor was of hub tip radius ratio of 0*4 
and a blade tip D factor of 0*2 23> second rotor of hub tip radius ratio of 
0.7 and tip D factor of 0«426 and the third rater of hub tip radius ratio of 
0*8 and tip diffusion factor of 0*66^.. The space chord ratio increased from 
hub to tip and was unity at the tip in all the three cases. All the rotors 
were desired for free vortex whirl distribution. In general, the tests 
were aimed at studying the flow conditions of axial flow pump blading over a 
range of basic design parameters, that is, blade loading, flow coefficient, 
hub tip radius ratio etc. Detailed overall performance and blade element 
performance at tip, mean and hub are given. It was concluded that three 
dimensional flows wore present in all the rotors and deviation angles were
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different from the design values. They suggested that the three dimensional 
effects ou reference incidence ana deviation angles must be accounted for .In 
design procedures. The Bi/etihod tney su&gested is to modify two dimensional 
deviation and reference incidence angles -with throe dimensional correction 
factor based on data from testa on s:uiiilar rotors in the form i « = i.->~
+ (i * i) ̂  6ref 2D ref 
dimensional incidence and deviation angles respectively and i « and 5 ~
axe the mirumur. loss values of incidence and deviation angle ootained for 
each blade clement from the tests* As this correction factor was based on 
experimental results and varied considerably for the three rotors, no general 
rule can be jaade* Miller and Sandercock [22] have given similar results for 
a rotor designed for tip D factor of 0«66f nhere the hub tip radius ratio was 
0*8 and the space chord ratio unity at the tip* Conclusions were the sane 
as in the previous case.
For accurate performance prediction, it is essential that the loss of 
relative stagnation pressure should be known. Many empirical rules of 
Kowell [23 j, Lieblien [2k] $ Vavra [25], Fujie [26 j and Balje [2?j are 
available to calculate the profile, secondary and tip clearance losses* 
However, the-e rules do not give identical results as shown by Laxminarayanft 
and i ior lock [28] and are in any case, of limited value outside the range of 
empirical data which was used to obtain thoki,
In the design of an impeller, the blade loading is estimated by the 
use of aerofoil theory in conjunction with a cascade influence factor or by 
the use of cascade data. In the cascade design method, a knowledge of the 
flow outlet angle is essential* Generally it is obtained by semi-empirical 
rules as ^:iven by Constant, Ho ell and Carter and &uniaarifted by orlock [21]
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These rules are basically for circular arc and parabolic arc Tofiles, 
By these rulea nominal deviation is obtained, nominal conditions being 
defined as the point where deflection is 80 percent of maxima stalling 
deflection, Theae semi-empirical rules are applicable up to medium space- 
chord ratio of about 1*5 and in the region of moderate stagger angles, Tliey 
are of very limited use in the region of larger space-chord ratios anJ higher 
staggers as are encountered in low pressure rise impellers.
The value of the outlet angles as given by the semi-empirical rules 
is based on cascade data ana they are for two dimensional flows. But in an 
impeller secondary flows are developed sshen the boundary layer at the aimulus 
and the hub containing vorticity perpendicular to streamline direction is 
def acted by a blade row are associated with a component of vorticity which 
is produced in the direction of the stream. Squire and Winter [29]
Considered the flow in a symmetrical impulse cascade and obtained the simple
d Cx1 
result w a -2(a. - a«) J " ' for the magnitude of the stream-wise secondary
d C vorticity where xl is the velocity variation in the inlet boundary layer
dr 
and (ou - a0 ) the deflection* Hawthorne fJJOj produced a more general
method for the calculation of streamwipe vorticity. An essential feature 
of Hawthorne's theory was that the gradient of total presage is related to 
the growth of the streamwise component of vorticity. The fact that total 
pressure is constant alon£ a streamline for invisid flow aakes it possible 
to treat this relationship. In rotating passages the total pressure is not
o
constant along a streamline. Smith [31] obtained a cu?jitity l( = p + ^f  .>"*" 
- iP « ) wi^ch *s constant along a streamline passing through the rotor, and 
derived an equation for the calculation of the strecuawiise coiaponant of 
relative vorticity in rotating passages for an isolated rotor. Horlock [32]
has given a simple method of tracing the secondary irorticity in a complete 
stage of a compressor. In this method the boundary l&yer was assumed to 
be small in comparison with tip radius and remains constant through the stage 
The trailing vorticity ahed by the blades was neglected, Hawthorne [33] 
has obtained series solution for the change in mean outlet angles due to 
secondary flows.
Besides the secondary flows, there is a redistribution of axial 
velocity due to the lack of radial equilibrium. This redistribution flow 
affects the outlet angle. This has been studied analytically and experi* 
mentally by many workers. Pollard and Horlock [34] have studied this 
problem analytically and considered that as the axial velocity ratio, which 
is defined as the ratio of outlet axial velocity to inlet axial velocity at 
the same radius, increases through the cascade, deviation decreases, Mani 
and Acosta [35] in another analytical study have concluded that there may 
not always be a decrease in the deviation angle due to increase in axial 
velocity ratio. Pollard and Gostelow [36] in an experimental study through 
a compressor cascade have suggested that increase in axial velocity reduces 
the deviation angle linearly. Shaalan [37] has suggested that the linear 
law may not be taken as a general rule. The manner in which deviation will 
vary depends upon the value of axial velocity ratio, cascade geometry and 
change in circulation. Horlock [38] has recommended that in any flow 
analysis, the effect of axial velocity ratio on deviation should be taken 
into consideration.
When the space chord ratio is more than 1.5, no experimental or 
semi-empirical rules are available to estimate the outlet angle. Therefore, 
generally, such impellers are designed by aerofoil theory. For designing
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such impellers by aerofoil theory, experimentally obtained lift coefficients 
for single aerofoils are used* But the lift of the aerofoil in cascade is 
not the sane as the lift of the single aerofoil* To account for this, 
gsn«rally the einig factor is used. The ,einig factor is given for straight 
and parallel vanes, but generally it is assumed that this can also be used 
when the blades have finite thickness and are curved. But the thickness has 
a definite effect on the no lift angle of the blade. Wislicenus [1] has 
suggested a method for estimating no lift angle for curved vanes Tfith finite 
thickness in cascade. This graphical method is merely a suggestion with no 
theoretical or experiaental backing. Thus the use of the "einig factor as 
such can only giv« approximate values of the lift coefficient in cascade.
Button [39] carried out extensive experiments on an impeller with a 
small hub tip radius ratio of 0.33 and a space chord ratio of 3 at the tip to 
verify tha applicability of the usual design methods to such a low pressure 
rise iiapeller. The experimentally obtained head rise coefficients at dif- 
ferent radii have been compared with those calculated by slip theory as given 
by ftislicenua [1J, and cascade theory. The purpose of slip theory and 
cascade theory is the same, that is to take into consideration the effect of 
deviation of the fluid froia the blade. Therefore both methods should give the 
same results* Moreover, at aero flow, the cascade theory gives a head rise 
coefficient as 2, but from the slip theory, different values have been obtained 
at different radii* which seems rather contradictory. The concept of constant 
slip coefficient is critically examined in Chapter III and shown to be 
untenable.
Button observed that the slip theory gave only a very rough prediction 
of blade performance and similarly, the cascade theory gave poor agreement
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between theory and experiment as,due to the three dimensional flows, the 
deriation angle was not the same as predicted by using two dimensional rules. 
He has commented that the cascade rules are being applied to & situation 
very different from normal gas turbine practice. It vras further assumed 
that the deviation is invariant with flow coefficient. He has suggested a 
modified aerofoil theory in which the axial velocity at the impeller wa* 
taken as the mean of the axial velocity at inlet and outlet where radial 
equilibrium exists. l^his iaethod gave better agreement t'a&n the previous 
two methods. However t in this method it seems that the experimentally 
obtained head riae coefficients have been compared, with the work coefficients 
obtained by the modified aerofoil theory as blade efficiency has not been 
taken into consideration. If the efficiency would have oeen taken into 
consideration, perhaps agreement would have been better' at the tip, and 
deteriorated at the other two radii for which results are given.
In the discussion of .Button's work, Numaehi j>0] has suggested an 
equation for work coefficient, which gave better agreement for the iicpeller 
tested by Mutton* Numachi gave neither theoretical basis nor derivation 
for his equation. As shown in Appendix "A", it is based on the static 
pressure rise and there is no justification for using it to predict the 
total pressure rise coefficient. The apparent agreement in this particular 
case is merely fortuitous.
Turner [41] has pointed out the desirability of formulating a 
unified design method which could be applied to the v/hole range of staggers 
and space chord ratios Iik3ly to be encountered in fans and compressors. 
It was suggested, tnat the cascade approach could provide a basis for the 
formulation of a unified design method. It was suggested that this would
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require testing and performance analysis of typical fans.
In this investigation it was decided to make a thorough exploration 
of the flow in a high specific speed impeller of snail hub tip radius ratio 
over a wide rar^e of flow rates to ootain a physical picture of the flow 
phenoa*na. The i&peilej: tlacl© oumber was to be such as to give a blade 
spacing of a magnitude where aerofoil methods are uennl.ly considered approp* 
riate in design. An attempt was to be made to predict the performance of 
the impeller using cascade methods of assessing outlet angles in, this 
situation of wide blade spading* The effect of secondary flows and changes 
in axial velocity on the outlet angles were to be taken into account.
An attempt was to be made to take efficiency into account by 
estimating the losses in the flow. If the losses ^rsre to be experimentally 
determined, e method was to be sought that did not involve inferring loss 
from direct measurement of total pressure rise in the impeller.
It was decided to use a commercial impeller of 2* inches outside 
diameter and 8 inches hub diameter with 9 blades. It was decided to keep 
the blade tip clearance and stagger setting constant throughout the study.
Sozss details of the ivtpeller are given in Appendix T* and Tig* ^.9.
0 * 
The experimental value of N a N. v __ at maximum head rise coef-*
ficient was about 3000 r.p.m. where N is the revolutions per samite, Q 
the cubic feet of air per minute and H is the heaci iti feet of air. Its 
dimenaionless specific speed is 1*05, baseu on the -ickert equation as given 
by Hutton
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CHAPTER III
APPROACH TO THE FilOI^LEM
3*1 Performance prediction by tvro dimensional theories
For an impeller with moderate hub tip radius ratio -Vhere the flow 
is two dimensional, performance can be predicted remarkably well by an 
analysis baseJ on cascade characteristics at mid blade height* "where the 
hub tip radius ratio is small, but the flow is two dimensional, the overall 
performance can be predicted by integrating the performance over the blade 
height .
3«1»1 Kuler's equation
The head rise through an isolated rotor vdth zero swirl at inlet is 
given by Toiler's turbine equation,
All « j . Cg2 (3.1) 
and in non dimensional form as
1/J « 2(1 «  0 tan £2 ) (3.2)
where Lu is the work coefficient defined as ^y'' '* and $ the flow coefficient
C U 
as - , U being the blade speed. If there are an infinite number of blades,
the flow would leave at the blade outlet angle {3 0, (sometimes identified as
the blade no lift angle p ) and a result is obtained often referred to as 
simple Euler theory.
^ « 2(1 - 0 tan (5) (3-3)
or = 2(1 -^A (3.4)
where A, = tan p 2b
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This equation gives a straight line work flow characteristic as shown in 
Fig. 3* "I and the slope is "^A*.
In practice there is a deviation of the fluid from the blades. To 
predict the correct work ilow characteristic, this deviation of the fluid 
should be accounted for* The deviation of the fluid from the blade depends 
upon the blade shape, solidity, stagger ana the incidence angle. fthere 
solidity is high it can be assumed with a fair degree of accuracy, that the 
deviation 5 does not vary with incidence angle.
Then $ a (8 + 6) and tan(£ + 5) = A and A > A .
Then if .2(1-0 Ag) (3.5)
The work flow coefficient line will again be * straight line but its slope 
will bo "^A,,, which is greater than in the previous case and is shown in
Fife. 3.1.
When the solidity is lor, the rteviation ann-le doss not remain 
constant -md varies rdth the incidence angle.
In this case, the outlet -angle can be written as suggested by 
Ham-tie [1,
tan p- s A + F tan p. (3.6)
a A. + Iv ("a) for no xnlet swirl where A, is a coiistant and 
F is some function of , .
This gives LfJ m 2(1 - F) - 2 0 A (3.7) 
If F is constant and equal to B, then
» 2(1 - B) - 2 0 A (3.8)
This is also -; straight line relation and its slope is -2A_ and aft
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B is not zero, A, must be less than A2 , therefore the slope of work flow 
coefficient line is less than the case where 5 is consturt,
At a certain inlet angle p., the outlet angle P2 will be the same 
for both the above cases, hence M-1 will also be the sane,
The relation tan {3- s A. + B tan j3, can hold only in a small region 
of £1f otherwise p« win be equal to 90° when ^ = 90° at $ = 0. In a 
cascade, p« will be of the orler of $ for all values of p^ . Therefore 
p. a 90° (tan (3, = °° ), B must be zero, if it is not equal to 90  
Therefore at $ = 0, the intercept on the ^ axis must be equal to 
2,0, This will be valid for all values of F, whether equal to a constant B 
(for a limited range of p.) or otherwise. The flow is of course assumed 
to remain two dimensional at all flow rates,
Slip theory 
To account for the same effect of the fluid deviation from the blade,
the work coefficient L/J is multiplied by a slip factor CH to give
V - % if s (5.9)
The alip factor C,. is treated as a constant and gives the work flow
n
characteristic shown in Fig* 3*1 which is at variance with the work flow 
characteristic of the previous sections. The work coefficient at zero 
is not equal to 2,0, The seeming anomaly is resolved if one examines the 
concept of a constant slip factor. It follows from the definition of slip 
factor from -:qjj. 3»9-
c --
2(1 - f tan(|32b + 5)
- $ tan
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1 - 0 tan((32b + 5)
1 - tan (3-10)
Thus C is seen not to be a constant but a function of j2f. At $ = 0,
C,. « 1, which gives <f s 2 at (Zf = 0 irrespective of the value of P 0 Y/hich n «-
conforms \?ith the result of the previous section*
ffislicenus [1] has derived an expression for the slip factor as 
giv«n in Chapter II by the equation 2*3, i.e.
f
where K is the V/elnig factor and p the no lift angle of the blade. Eqn. 2.3 
makes C., a constant* CH of course is not constant and seeming contradiction 
of Eqn. 2.3 imist be resolved*
The derivation of Eqn* 2.3 is dependent on the assumption that for a 
blade in cascade it is possible to trrite
CT « 277K sin a (3.11) Ju a
where a is the angle of attack measured from the no lift direction* A 
a
well known result for the lift coefficient is
r - 2 A c* n°L " -  Jt . (3.12)
m
But A C W sin 9
  -  s ^ (9 is the angle between W and W0 as shown in 
2 cos Po m 2
FiC . 3.2) 
which gives
c , L s sin 
L c cos
c, . 4 £ •MP, - P2 ) (3<13)———
2L.
P , the no lift angle, is less than P2 «
Let p « p p - 6', where 6* is the angle between no lift direction and 
Then « = a - S f or a = (9 + 5*)
cl GW
sin(a - 5~ , s v a or C. ss L — ————r—
or sin a cos 5* cos a sin 6 fCL = 4 c
The assumption of Kqn» 3»11 is thus seen to be unjustified. However, in 
the case where the blades are so closely spaced, then p2 * ,3 at all 
incidences.
Then s sin aa
L c cos 6 r n
and in this case CT is proportional to Bin a .Lt &
sin a 
.*. C * 2 77 K sin a « 4 -TL a o cos p
giving K « ;  . «f «ee fl (3*16)
7T c n
Let the no lift direction of isolated blade   P ., the lift on it would 
be given by
(3.17)
Kven assuming that the lift on a cascade blade would be given by the right 
hand side of the Eqn. 3»17 multiplied by K, there is the additional difficulty
that p , is in general, not equal to p   ni n
It is easily shown from calculation of work coefficient i]* , that
the slip factor CtJ can be written asii
tan p. - tan pp 
CH ' tan - tan
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From Fig. 3.2
C W sin a
C [tan p. - tan p ] * ~ [tan P4 - tan p 1 x t n c. i cos p
tan p. - tan p W sin a ; 1 *n ^ m ___a
tan p1 - tan pg * 2' * GX cos pR [tan pj - tan
sin o,
* * cos Pn [tan p 1 - tan ;32 J cos ^
Here we cannot substitute for sin a from C, « 2 TT K sin a even for a flata L &
plate cascade if 8* is not zero.
tan J3. - tan p sin a
•'• tan - tan ' *
coa
using C = 2 — (tan j3. - tan P9 ) cos p
Li G i fc ffl
substituting for CT from eqn, 3«13
L
tan p. - tan p sin a . cosi n •( ci
tan j3. - tail P 9 * ^ * cos p *2 sin ((3
I il» »* Xu
.*.
cos p • sin (p - p0 ) * sin a cosn a X.._._.... &
2 cos 3 sin (B * P^) rn Xl m r2 7
2 cos p sin ( p - p )_ ________n___ ro _ <? _____
H " cos B sin (p - P0 ) * sin a cos p, n IB c. a ^
sin a cos 
* cos sin (p
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sin
sin Cp -
cos P2 sin p cos"p -cos (3 sin p 
* cos p * sin p cos P2 - cos p sin p«
* '
which should be the correct version of Sqn. 2.3
n 0 = 0. B. « 90 and 8 = 90 1 ' m
Then
<i ^^^^^^ -••••
* cos * cos
Thia agrees with the deviation approach of section 3.1.1 for the correction 
of the work flow characteristic and with the result of Kqn. 3#10 for f » 0, 
OB for ini'inite blades p « p«. . In the case of a flat plate cascade where 
it may be assumed that there is no deviation of the fluid, C,. should be equal 
to unity.
In Eqn. 3.19» CT » 2 TT K sin a can be used for sin a as 6 f « 0.u a a
Then _______ 2
which is ^islicenus 1 result or Kqn. 2.3. 
Substituting for K from equation 3.16
C . ———————— ̂  ——————————— * 1 (3.22) 
n *
2 . • sec
V
] sec
Kqn. 2.3 is valid only for flat plate cascades with *ero deviation. '"hen
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there is no deviation there should be no alip and the concept of slip factor 
(as given by eqn. 2.3) has no meaning*
In Pig. 3.3, values of CH calculated from eqn* 3*20 for pft = (3^ = 45 
and 5« = 5 = 2° l&* are plotted against $ and in Fig. 3.4 It has been shown 
that the deviation method and variable slip factor method give identical 
results. This resolves the contradiction between the two approaches men­ 
tioned by Hutton in reference [39].
In the discussion of ref. [39J, ftumachi has suggested an equation for
the work coefficient as
H1 -jB(1 -
K
(1 _ ) (3.23)
which apparently gave good agreement with Ilutton's [39] experimental results, 
Numachi gave no derivation of his equation. A derivation is given in 
Appendix "A" of this thesis from which it is evident that Numachi based his 
work coefficient on the static pressure rise in the impeller and the sug­
gestion that it alloivs for three dimensional effect is unfounded. ^he
agreement with Mutton's results which are based on total pressure rise is 
purely fortuitous. Using the subscript s to denote quantities associated 
with static pressure rise it is seen from Appendix "A" that ,qn. 3.23 should 
really be
= 2 1 - H
3,2 Head rise coefficient
The work coefficient applies to work input to the rotor. The 
efficiency of the processes is not taken into consideration. The most
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commonly used term is heau rise coefficient fy v/hich is defined as
°'25)
where °7, „ is the total head rise efficiency. Equation 3,25 is based on the 
total head rise actually achieved* If there are no losses, head rise 
coefficient will be equal to work coefficient i.e. ^ = y . If the losses 
in an impeller are known, efficiency can be calculated as given in Appendix 
"BM .
3«3 Three dimensional approach to the problem
Various methods of allowing for the radial shift in the streamlines 
can be used in flow analysis. Thwaites I .5J has shown that the flow behind 
actuator disc settles within 50 percent of its final value at a distance of 
about one fifth of a blade height downstream of an actuator disc and within 
about ten percent at a distance of about three quarters of a blade height 
downstream* In the case of an isolated rotor, where the axial width is 
comparable with the height of the blade, if the row is replaced by an 
actuator disc at a third of its axial width from leading edge, the flow has 
already nearly reached its final downstream conditions at the plane of the 
trailing edge. In the case of an isolated rotor of narrow axial width, 
where interference from other blade rows does not exist , radial equilibrium 
method should be able to successfully predict the flow measured in a plane 
not too. near. the impeller trailing edge. As will be seen later, radial 
equilibrium methods were able to successfully predict the flow in the experi­ 
mental impeller measured about one chord downstream of the impeller central 
plane*
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3«3»1 Radial equilibrium equation
Fig. 3«5 shows the possible nature of the flow through an isolated 
rotor* The following assumptions are made.
(i) the flow is axisymmetric and incompressible 
(ii) at a great distance upstream and downstream from the blade row
the streamlines lie on cylindrical surfaces 
(iii) the radius of the ^treara surface in general will change ai'ter
passing through the blade row 
(&r) the radial shift of the streamlines takes place entirely within
the blade row.
Considering stations 1 and 2 far upstream and far domstreara where 
the riow is in radial equilibrium the equation of motion is reduced to
and dp Ci (3 - 27)
In rotating coordinate*
P1 + 2 (*!* - S 2 r^) « p2 + (W/ 4 / r22 ) (3.20)
or
The continuity equation gives
Cx1 r1 te 1 • C*2 r2 ^2 (3.30)
If the upstream pattern is completely known, these equations can be solved
if the outlet angle of the fluid from the blade is knov/n as a function of «
30,
Then
2 " Cx2 tan
By differentiating Eqn. 3.29 and substituting from Kqns, }*26 t 3-27 and 3-31 
and after rearrangement
(S rg - C tan p )2 CX22
2 1 CO
. 2
2L*i-S-(c :~ 5f - v \j A
r * r^T* * vl ^ or,. x i
The ratio rr— is eliminated by substituting from Eqn. 3«30 gixins with
further rearrangement 
d C p sin2 3. ,
COS ^2 Cx2 s 92 C08 $2 Sin
2
coa
(3.32)
In the case of an isolated rotor vfhere it may be assuced that there is no 
tangential velocity at inlet, the equation canbe reduced to
d C sin2 p ,
j»
[2cos p2 sin p2 ] ^ -2 . -L. [J JL (cx1 2 )]cos2 ^2 (3-33)
This differential equation for C 2 is non linear because the right hand side 
contains functions of r. and r^. The coefficient of G 2 is a knovm function
Of r2 and the right hand side of the equation is composed of known functions 
of r. and r? . The exact solution requires simultaneous solving of equations 
3.32 and 3*30. To obtain an approximate solution of equation 3«32, a 
linearisation is made by equating r. = r0 = r as a first approximation. The 
right hand side then becomes a known function of r and the equation becomes a
linear first order differential equation for C 2 « ^ith C determined and
C . known the streamline shift, and therefore "2 can be computed frora theX I •»••
P1 
continuity equation, Eqn, 3«32 can now be resolved rcith the new value of
— to give a new distribution of C „• From this, a more correct value of — r. x2 r.
can be estimated and used for a further iteration of Eon. 3»32 if necessary.
This radial equilibrium equation was first derived by Bo^en, Saber sky 
and Rannie [4]* They applied this for the flo^v analysis in an axial flow 
compressor stage of high solidity of hub tip radius ratio of G.6. Good 
agreement was obtained outside the boundary layer regions. Kutton [39 j 
applied this equation to analyse the flow in an isolated impeller of small 
hub tip radius ratio and low solidity. Reasonable agreement was obtained. 
However, in both the cases, the effect of secondary flows and axial velocity 
variation was not taken into consideration.
3.4 Effect of axial velocity variation
In the flo«v of an incompressible fluid through a two dimensional 
cascade, the axial velocity remains constant as the flo?/ takes place between 
parallel planes norm?! to the blade span. If these boundim; planes converge 
or diverge, due either to actual non parallelism of the physical bounding 
surfaces or boundary layer growth on otherwise parallel bounding surfaces,
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there will be corresponding changes in the axial velocity as the flow passes 
through the cascade. In an impeller st.?ge the same effect is caused by the 
varying distance bet ̂ e en adjacent axisymmetric stream surfaces. The con­ 
traction of otherwise parallel walls due to say boundary layer growth can be 
simulated by a smear of line sources on these mils such that the resulting 
two dimensional "Rankine bodies" will follow the contour of the boundary 
layer displacement surface.
The line sources will lie along the cascade axis as shown in Fig. 3*6 
and will induce equal and opposite velocities w upstream and downstream 
normal to the cascade axis. Vfithin the region of the cascade, the induced 
velocities will still be normal to the cascade axis, but would vary in some
manner from -»w upstream to +w downstream.o o
Within tho cascade region these induced velocities will have varying 
components v* and u* normal and parallel to blade chord. The component v 1 
is largely responsible for modifying the usual tangency condition for the 
blade camber line. In a compressor cascade as in Fig. ^»6 this results in 
a lower bound circulation around the blade than in the absence of these 
induced velocities. One way of lookin at it would be to say that the induced 
normal velocities introduce a curvature of the streamlines so that less of a 
blade bound circulation is necessary to make the flow conform to the blade 
camber line, A retardation of the axial velocity will have an opposite 
eifect on a compressor cascade with an increase in blade circulation.
The velocities w are uniform all over the region upstream and down­ 
stream of the cascade and hence they modify the inlet and outlet velocity 
vectors ^' and W« to give the resultant difference in their axial components. 
The effect of axial velocity change is thus seen to be a modification of the
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blade circulation and distortion of the inlet and outlet velocities. As the 
induced velocities due to the blade circulation are symmetrical about the 
vector mean velocity vr , the modified induced velocities due to the changed 
blade circulation will also be symmetrical about W • Let ABC in Pig. 3«7 
represent the vertices of the composite velocity triangle in purely two 
dimensional flow through a compressor cascade, AB and AC being the inlet and 
outlet velocities VL and W2 . Due to circulation change alone the velocities 
W. and W2 will become ftD a W and AJ5 a # * making {3, and p with the axial
it Mdirection* Due to the induced velocities w , '*L and ^0 will be swung out 
to W, f and ^^ making £ ' and p • with the axial direction. All changes 
being symmetrical, the vector mean velocity Vf remains unchanged -throughout. 
Fig* 3*7 shows three situations,
(a) a two dimensional How with quantities r4 , W0 , W . 0, , (30 , C_ et».i & m i c. L
(b) a two dimensional flow with reduced circulation with quantities
«•* ^™ ( rr *^* •• 4% ^* 4^ 1*^* ,M> ^*
W1 ' *2 * 'Vffl' P1 » P 2 ' CL etc< 
(o) a flow with reduced circulation and with axial velocity change,
the corresponding quantities being W ', W ', W , 0 4 f , J3 ' and CY * etc
• 6. ffl 1 &. it
As w is normal to the cascade axis, the experimental circulation is 
proportional to DE and is thus equal to the circulation of (b) above. One 
effect of the axial velocity change is to alter the deviation. In Pig. 3*7 
the deviation appears to be decreased (increased deflection), but depending 
on the percentage reduction in circulation, the magnitude of w and the cascade 
stagger it is apparent that the deviation might well have increased.
As reviewed in Chapter II, many workers have theoretically and experi­ 
mentally investigated on this problem. Soundranayagam f^3j has worked out a
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simple method of calculating the effect of axial velocity change on an other­ 
wise two dimensional flow and vice versa. The essential approach is given 
in Appendix "C" and the same method was used to take into consideration the 
eff^ot of axial velocity variation on outlet angle in this study.
3.5 Effect of secondary flows
Secondary flows occur when an annulus boundary layer, containing 
vorticity perpendicular to the streamline direction is deflected by a blade 
row. A component of vorticity is produced in the direction of stream* 
This vorticity will then give rise to radial and tangential secondary velocities, 
These secondary velocities change the outlet angle distribution. This vor­ 
ticity is located in the enamel between the blades. Besides this, a com­ 
ponent of trailing vorticity also lies in the wakes of the blade. Smith [4 
has shown that if the ratio of annulus boundary layer thickness to wake
spacing is large, i.e 2, then the wake contribution increases and finally
becomes equal and opposite to the secondary vorticity contribution. In the
dpresent study s cos was of the order of about 0.4 (d bein; - the boundary
layer thickness); hence the effect of trailing vorticity was neglected.
3.5»1 Determination of Streams•'.§• component of vorticity for flows in 
rotating passages.
Smith [31] derived an equation for the calculation of the streamwise 
component of vorticity for flows in rotating passages. Smith's equation for
absolute secondary vorticity is
2
1
VI
p
\ ?OCOB y ds" + I — rJ 1 v'
"71
f
cos 5"ds" (3.34)
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where w = absolute secondary vorticity
R = principal radius of curvature of the relative streamline 
I « a quantity defined as p + ^ /* * • -g /^ u
/ s angle between the direction of curvature of the relative 
streamline and (—5—) ^ W
s" a distance along a streamline or arbitrary line
— P-
6" s angle between i and
— *• vector quantity.
These are shown in Fig, 3.8*
w 
To obtain the quantity (r?) for an isolated rotor, the following
assumptions were made.
11 2
(a) radial velocity is zero. C , = C -. It follows that streamline does 
not alter in radial position as between upstream and downstream of the disc 
and that (~~) is same on either sl<3e of given radius.
(b) this velocity distribution is for a blade row with finite number and 
axial width (though it is strictly applicable to infinite number of blades
and zero axial length). Implicit in thir assumption is that (— — -) remains
P
radial, although in fact, the secondary flows in the rotor passage twist the
surface of constant I out of their original cylindrical shape.
/ vl\ With ("Tj*) radial in direction, the second term on the right hand
side of equation 3»34 i» zero, and the solution given by Smith for
w d C „ sin 3. cos 8 4 xl r ^ 1
Cx1
d C
9 ?f ^ ^ 9
I 
r) ^_. j c-\ j_ / / *- r; 
-5- -TT* cos y da 11 = _____ \ cos p d .*«« A* pu >•x1
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sin 2
[2 | cos*" 0 d 
1
sin 2
"2 (3.35)
Fron this relative atreanwiso secondary rortioity
A C . , - "V «in ? oos (306)
3*6 Calculation of change in outlet angle
With the relative streetwise secondary vortioity determined, the 
chonge in mean outlet -yngle may be calculated from the series solution dev­ 
eloped by Hawthorne [33]* If the relative streamwise secondary vorticity 
at exit from the rotor is I? ^(r) T*here r is the distance from the wall § then 
the .mean change of outlet angle across the blade space at a distance r from 
the vrall is given by when 0< r < d
A p (p) =
C.
8 cos
x1
n
cosh
sinh n 77 h.
sinh dr
cosh nlT - r)
l/T2(r) sinh dr (3.37)
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where lv = blade height
d = onnulus boundary layer thickness 
S w = s cos (3,. where s is the space.
Hawthorne has shoim that series term with n > 1 are small and therefore 
may be neglected.
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CHAPTER IV
TKST *PFA^ATUo .'•ND INSTOW.KTAT.IC8j 
4*1 Test apparatus
For conducting research on axial flow impellers, a test apparatus 
vae designed end installed in the Mechanical Engineering Department of the 
University of Kdinburgh. Fig. 4.1 shows the general layout of the apparatus.
In this apparatus, air ic dram freia the room through a faired entry 
and after passing through the test impeller, is delivered into a large 
settling chamber* The flow is smoothed out in the settling chamber and 
passes through a ve/iturimeter. A flow straightriea follows the venturimeter 
arid is followed in turn by a booster fan and silencer* The air leaves the 
test apparatus by an exit flare, which is combined with a damper to form a 
flow throttle.
The inlet fairing is made of glass fibre reinforced expoay resin* 
The studs which support the outer casing which is 24 inches internal diameter, 
are faired with wood to form streamline struts to permit minimum disturbance 
to the air flow* / circumferential perspex window is provided at the impeller 
station to permit visual observation. For easy access to the impeller blades 
a flanga joint is provided aftor the impeller, and by removing the bolts, the 
outer casing along with inner casing can be slid into the settling chamber 
supported by the rubber tyred wheels which move in the guide channels. The 
settling chamber, which is 6 ft. in diameter and 6 ft, in length, is made of 
wood, both ends being provided with cross stiffners. The settling chamber is 
provided with Dufaylite >," core honeycomb anu wire gauge for removing the 
swirl from the flows and smoothing out irregularities. From the settling 
chamber, the flow enters the venturimeter through an inlet flare of 28 inches
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diameter, which is inside the settling chamber. The inlet diameter of the 
venturimeter is 24 inches and the throat diameter, 15J25 inches. The inlet 
taper angle is 21 and outlet, 13°. Between the venturimeter and booster fan 
housing a Dufaylite ^ inch core honeycomb flovr straightner is provided. The 
two speed booster fan is mounted in a special casing along with the silencer 
which is 3 feet long. At the end, a discharge flare i» provided together 
with circular adjustable wooden baffle board which can be moved axially to 
act as a throttle at the end of the ouct. This can be adjusted to give a 
variety of operating conditions.
For traversing the flow upstream and downstream of the impeller, the 
traversing plane was located three inches upstream and three inches downstream 
of the centreline plane of the impeller. Four static pressure plugs at the 
outer casing and four static pressure plugs at the hub wall around the 
circumference were located downstream of the impeller. The four plugs in 
each set were interconnected by a ring manifold to measure the mean static 
pressure. Similarly, four static pressure plugs \?ore located in the outer 
casing wall at the impeller inlet. No static pressure plugs could be located 
in the hub wall at inlet due to the impeller bearings. The static pressure 
plugs were located at the same plane as the traverse plane*
4.1«1 Travrae carriage
For travel-sing *che probe, a traverse carriage was provided which 
could be fixed at the plane of traverse by two screws. The probe could be 
held in position tightly in the traverse carriage to avoid vibration. 
the traverse carriage, it was possible to provide radial and angular motion
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to the probe. It was possible to read a radial movement of 0.1 inch, and 
angular movement of ^ degree from the traverse carriage head* There was no 
provision in the traverse carriage for the movement of the probe in the 
pitch plane*
4.1.2 Test impeller drive
The test impeller is driven by a 20 H.P. variable speed B.C. motor. 
The motor is supported on air bearings. The minimum air pressure for the 
bearings i« 80 Ibs. per square inch, and is suprlied by a reciprocating com­ 
pressor through an air cleaner and water droplet remover. Provision is also 
made to add an oil mist to the air before it enters the bearings. The motor 
is supplied by a control unit that provides it with the D,C» and also keeps 
it at any set speecfc + 2 r.p.a. in the range 200 to 2000 r.p.m. The control 
unit senses motor speed by a tacho generator mounted on the tail shaft, the 
tacho generator signal also being displayed on a meter on the control cabinet.
4«1«3 Speed measurement
For measuring purposes the speed is read off a four digit frequency 
meter activated by the signal from a photoelectric cell mounted behind a 
perforated disc on the drive shaft. The perforated disc is housed inside the 
inner inlet fairing*
4»1*4 Torque measurement
The test impeller drive motor also acts as a dynamometer. On one 
side of the motor, a torque arm is provided for hanging dead weights and a 
foree transducer of the range 1 to 20 Newtons (1 Newton = 0.225 Ibs. wt.)
was used on the other side of the motor to measure small differences between 
0 and 1*8 Ibs.
4*2 Flow measurement
In this apparatus, a venturimeter is provided to measure the flow 
rate. Various devices can be used for flow measurement. In axial flow 
fan test rigs, generally the inlet cone (as prescribed by B. S. Code 848, 
1963) is a more common device* However, these teat rigs are used only to 
ascertain the overall efficiency of the fan and not for extensive research 
work. In axial flow impellers, sometimes it has been observed that at low 
flow rates the separation with extensive recirculation regions occurs up­ 
stream and downstream of the impeller (as was observed in the present study). 
In these cases, the inlet cone will be affected by such phenomena. A well 
designed venturimeter gives a greater pressure differential for a given flow 
rate and also ther is less experimental scatter in the calibration of a 
venturimeter. (For maximum flow, a pressure differential of 8.6 inches of 
water was obtained).
4.2,1 Calibration of Venturimeter
For accurate flow measurement it is necessary that every flow 
measuring device should be calibrated in the flow range in which it is likely 
to be used. Moreover, the venturimeter in the test rig is used in an 
entirely non-standard situation with a very short entry pipe leading direct 
from the settling chamber. In such a case, the recommendation of the 
standard codes with regard to discharge coefficients have little meaning. 
It was decided to calibrate the venturimeter by traversing the throat to
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obtain the velocity distribution. Several methods such as the so called 
tangential giethod of B. S. Code 1042, of 1943, and the log linear method of 
Winternitz and Pischl [45] exist to simplify the traverse procedure so that 
acceptable accuracy can be obtained in the determination of the flow rate 
with only a few readings taken along a traverse. These methods have been 
tested against fully developed pipe flow profiles. In the present situation, 
the flow in the throat is far from fully developed and it was decided to 
obtain the flow rate from a series of detailed velocity traverses, the 
integration for flow rate determination being done graphically. The flow 
rate Q_ at the throat is given by
"*
C 2 TT r . dr
27T
x
0
C r . dr (4.1)
where C is the velocity calculated at the radius r, and R_ is the radius of 
the throat* The product (C .r) is plotted against r, the area under the 
curve being proportional to the flow rate.
4.2.2 Instrumentation
Generally pressures were measured by projection micromanoiaeters .
For pitot traverses a three hole cylindrical probe of 0.25 inches 
outside diameter was used. lor easui-im; total pressure, the probe was 
adjusted by balancing the pressure measured by the two side orifices. A 
thermometer was recessed into the wall of the settling chamber for measuring
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temperature* For atmospheric pressure measurements, a barometer, which is 
installed in the laboratory was used,
if.2.3 Static pressure plugs
Four static pressure plugs were equispaced roun t the circumference 
at the inlet and the throat of the venturimeter. rrr inch diameter static 
pressure holes were made in all the plugs. All the static pressure holes were 
four diameters long and then enlarged to twice the surface diameter, before
communicating with — inch internal diameter tubing. All the plugs were
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flushed fl*ora inside and. free from burrs* Extreme care was taken in making 
and fixing the plugs. To obtain the mean value of static pressures, the four 
plugs at the inlet were connected by a ring manifold and also at the throat. 
The ends of the manifold were connected to the two sides of a manometer to get 
the difference of head.
4.2.4 Calibration procedure
At low Reynolds number (based on throat diameter), the calibration was 
done using the test impeller alone, and to prevent any interference in the 
flow meter the booster fan was removed. Calibration was done (a) at constant 
speed of the impeller and varying the flow rate with the help of the throttle 
and (b) by keeping the throttle fully opened and changing the flow by running 
the impeller at different speeds. Calibration was also done at stalled flows 
in the test impeller for two different speeds.
Before starting traversing the flow it was noticed that the flo\v was 
not perfectly axial, the swirl being about 1 to 2 degrees. The behaviour of 
the flow neter was checked on two diameters and was fo'ind to be the same*
Therefore it was decided to traverse only on one diameter. To prevent 
vibration of the probe, traverses were made from the wall to the centre of 
the flow meter only. Traverses ?rere made in steps of 0.1 inch using the same 
traverse carriage as used for the test impeller.
Calibration at higher Keyriold'a number was done by running both the 
test impeller ana the booster fan at full speed and the throttle vaJve fully 
opened. In this case a swirl of about 5 to 7 degrees was observed in the 
venturimeter.
For each traverse, the venturimeter pressure differential, velocity 
head at each point, temperature of the air, room temperature and barometer 
readings were recorded,
4»2.5 Flow computation
As mentioned in J...2.1, the flow rate in the throat Q- was obtained by 
graphical integration* The indicated flow Q. was calculated from the 
venturirneter pressure differential.
where A_ is the area of the throat and A. is the area of inlet of the venturi« 
meter and Ah is the differential head of the venturimeter. 
(True flov; measured by traverse instrument) = C, (indicated flow calculated 
from measured pressure- differential).
QT
.*. The coefficient of discharge C-, w-r- 4*3
4«2.6 Results and discussion
Fi£. 4.2 shows the calibration curve, where C, is plotted against 
Reynold's number based on throat diameter. The maximum scatter is 0.6 percent
up to a -veynold's number of t).6 x 1CT. Beyond this Reynold's number there is
5 a continuous drop in the value of C-, and at Reynold's number of 17 x 10 ,
this drop is 1.7 percent below the average value of C, at Heynold*s number of
10.6 x 10 . This drop in the value of C, beyond Reynold's number of
5 10.6 x 10 can be attributed to the fact that the calibration beyond this
Reynold's number was performed by running the booster fan and test impeller 
together to get higher flows. It was noticed while doing this that the flow 
was not axial and swirl was present in the aainflow and boundary layer flow. 
Apart from this there can be a slight compressibility effect. Correction 
for compressibility effect was applied but it showed very little improvement 
in the C, value*. Though a honeycomb was provided between the venturimeter 
and the booster fan it did not quite prevent flow disturbances from being 
felt upstream and a slight rotation of the flow was present in the venturi­ 
meter. This may be due to the fact that the booster fan was located very near 
the venturimeter.
The coefficient of discharge when the test impeller was stalled is 
about 1.7 percent less than its average value at the same Reynold's number in 
the unstalled flow. This drop is attributed to the unsteadiness of the flow 
under these conditions, the volume of the settling chamber not being large 
enough to remove these oscillations. The effect of oscillations in reducing 
the overall discharge coefficient can be understood If it may be appreciated 
that the oscillations will cause an apparently larger venturimeter pressure 
differential than would be caused by the steady mean flow. For example, in
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the extreme cose of a zero mean flow the oscillations will cause a finite 
pressure differential to be registered when in fact the differential due to 
the mean flow should be Eero.
4»3 Calibration of force transducer
A force transducer of range 1 to 20 Newton was used for measuring 
small increments of force during torque measurement. The transducer was 
fixed by four screws in the special housing provided for this on the dyna­ 
mometer. The transducer was fed by a 5 KfL electric supply from an 
oscillator supplied by a stabilised 2? volts D.C. power supply. The output 
signal due to a load on the transducer was passed through a demodulating unit 
into digital voltmeter*
To calibrate the transducer, it was fixed on a plate and the plate 
waa fixed to table with screws. A circular disc was screwed on the 2 mm. 
dia transmission spindle of the transducer. The load, was applied in steps 
of 0.1 Ib. up to 1*8 Ibs. and at each interval the reading of digital volt­ 
meter was noted. The some procedure was repeated for decreasing load.
Fig. 4«3 shows the calibration curve of the transducer. The graph 
has been plotted between load and the reading on th--j digital voltmeter. 
Negligible difference in readings between the increasing load and decreasing 
load was observed. The cl aracteristic of the transducer in the range tested 
is essentially linear.
4.4 Balance of the Dynamometer motor
To check the balance of the dynamometer motor, it was uncoupled from 
the transmission shaft. The compressed air was supplied to the bearings and 
the motor waa run at different speeds. The reading of digital voltmeter was
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2-ero at all speeds and as such the motor was found to be fully balanced.
4*5 Bearing friction and windage torque
For calculating the true torque on the shaft it is essential that 
bewaring friction and windage torque should be vatraflAH from the observed 
torque. To measure this, the impeller was removed from the shaft. The 
motor was started and its speed was gradually increased and the reading of the 
digital voltmeter was recorded. The same was repeated with decreasing speed 
of the motor. Fig. 4,4 shows the relation between the bearings frictional 
and windage tomue and the speed. A smooth curve was drawn between the 
points.
4*6 Three dimensional probe
Hutton [39] in his paper, has suggested the use of three dimensional 
probes for the aerodynamic survey of the flow in the impeller. Design and 
calibration curves for various types of the three dimensional probes are 
given by Dean [46], Wintemitz [47J» Bryer and alshe [48] and others. As 
pointed out by Winternits [47], a probe should have qualities such as (a) be 
sufficiently small to avoid significant changes in the prevailing condition 
of flow, (b) be able to measure as nearly as possible at a point, (c) instrument 
characteristic should, be unaffected by variation in test conditions, (d) be 
easy to introduce and seal, (e) have rapid response, (f) be sufficiently robust 
to avoid vibration and not to XfflftP calibration and (g) should be able to 
measure maximum flow properties with a single probe*
It is very difficult for an:,' single probe to have all the qualities as 
mentioned above, and hence, compromise has to be made. Winternit* and Ramsay
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[49] have developed a cantilever pitot cylinder for three dimensional flow 
surveys. In this, besides the usual three orifices of an ordinary canti­ 
lever pitot cylinder, a fourth orifice is located at the tip, and with the 
calibration which correlates the pressure distribution on the instrument 
head with the pitch angle of the flow inclination,. The essential require­ 
ment is that this dependence on flow direction should be a unique one. Also 
the fourth orifice at the tip does not invalidate the essential features of 
the conventional probe which are fully retained.
This type of probe satisfied many of the qualities as mentioned above 
and as such it was decided to use this type of probe* .internitss and Ramsay 
have given calibration curves for different designs. The essential difference 
between various desi ns is the location of the tip orifice ana the position 
of the other three orifices from the tip. For maximum range of operation, 
they have recommended a probe in which the inclination of the tip orifice 
from the probe axis should be 60 and the position of the other three orifices 
from the tip should be equal to the outside diameter of the probe.
Initially a probe was made with 0.2$ inch outside diameter with the 
tip orifice at an angle of 60 from the probe axis and the other three orifices 
at a distance of equal to the diameter of the probe, the angle between the 
centre orifice and side orifices being 42 . This probe was calibrated in 
the calibration rig (explained in the next paragraph), but it showed con­ 
siderable "Reynold's number effect in all coefficients. In the second probe, 
all other desirns were kept the same except that the angle between the centre 
orifice and the two side orifices was made 36 . This probe is shown in 
Fig. 4.5.
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4»6«1 Calibration of the three dimensional probe
The rig usea for calibration of the probe consisted of a blower 
tunnel with a free jet section of 5^ inch diameter arranged so that the jet
was truly horizontal. An arrangement was devised to sup ort the probe in 
guch a way that pitch motion was possible on the centreline of the jet. 
The probe was mount ed in the traversing gear and fixed by screws on the 
specially devised stand for calibration* The probf* was set perpendicular 
to the jet direction, makin£ the pitch angle zero. The pressure leads were 
connected to inclined paraJ&n manometers.
The blower was started and the total pressure at the point of measure­ 
ment was first measured with an N.P.L. type pitot static tube. The static 
pressure of the free jet was found to be aero* The probe was then yawed 
at the beginning of the series of measurements until the pressures at orifices 
2 and if (Fig. 4-5) ware the same and the yaw aanocteter was registering sero 
deflection, Subsequent probe motion was restricted to the pitch plane 
within the range of + 30 in steps of 5 • For each step readings of pressure 
at orifices 1,2 and 3 were recorded. To verify the effect of Reynold1 s 
number, the experiment ;<ras repeated at four different velocities of 140, 112, 
84 and 46 ft ./sec. No tests were ran at varying yaw angle as the probe was 
to be used to measure yaw by the null method always balancing the pressures 
between orifices 2 and J««
4.6.2 Presentation of results
Since the pressure coefficients are to be used to determine flow 
inclination, total pressure and static pressure from the rea dngs of the probe,
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the relevant pressure differentials are in each caso made dimensional less 
by reference to the value (P.. - P2 ) obtained for zero yar angle, the subscript 
referring t the orifice where each particular pressure is measured. The 
calibration resulte are plotted as a function of the pitch angle and the 
three coefficients derived from calibration are
P1 ~ P3
Coefficient of fitch angle Cp = ~——^ /, L\r I 1 - ^2 l^.*;
P0 ~ P1 
Coefficient of Totel pressure CT = -—j-=- (4.5)
P1 - P 
Coefficient of Static pressure C« = -r— v' (4.6)
To ascertain the useful range of operation of the probe, there must be a 
unique dependence of Cp on probe geometry, since the coefficient of pitch 
angle is used to find the relevant values of coefficient of total pressure 
and coefficient of static pressure. Fig. 4.6 shows all three coefficients 
plotted against pitch angle in the range + 30 .
4.6.3 Discussion of results
The calibration curves of C_ and C_, show unique curves for the range 
of velocities for which calibration was done. But no such unique curve 
could be obtained fbr GS , and as such for estimating static -ressure an inter­ 
polation between the curves has to be done. Similar characteristics for the 
coefficients of static pressure for such types of probes are also shown by 
Dean [46]. Wintemitz and Ramsay have not shown calibration points in their 
plots, though calibration wan done at different velocities. It was also 
noticed that yaw angle varied by about ^ in the range calibrated.
This instrument can be used in the ran/?e for which it was calibrated 
i.e. * 30 of the rdtch
^•7 Hot wire probe
The usual pressure measuring instruments such as combination p.i.tot 
pressure probes average out the flow conditions arid give details of the flow 
phenomena* Furthermore, the errors inherent in the averaging processes 
make the use of such instruments unreliable in the estimation of Bin all 
changes in say average total pressure between two stations as pointed out by 
Ushakov and Brusilovski [50]• The hot wire anemometer probe with its low 
thermal inertia responds to the details of the flow and is useful in 
obtain ug a picture of flow conditions in the wake. A stationary hot wire 
dov/nstream of the impeller would resolve the shape of the velocity variation 
in the blade wakes as they sweep past it. It was decided to use such a hot 
wire probe to explore the shape of the blade wakes both to get qualitative 
picture of flow conditions as well as to attempt an estimation of flow losses*
Pig* ^.7 shows hot wire probe* Two steel needles were used as two 
prongs and they were fixed in Araldite, The distance between the needles was 
kept about 2 mm. To prevent excessive vibratior of the needles, their 
length was kept about L mm. Yollaston wire with a core diameter of 0,0002 ins. 
was used to form the hot wire element between the tips of the prongs. The 
wire is of platinum-irridium alloy con ted with silver ana its outer diameter 
was 0,005 ins. This wire was soft soldered to the prongs of the probe. 
After soldering, the soldered ends were covered v.lth wax and the probe dipped 
in nitric acid. In this way, the etching away or the silver coating of the 
wire was uniform and took only a few minutes. It was washed in water and
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the wax removed oaking it ready for use. The stem diamet r of the probe 
wae made identical to that of the combination pressure probe so that it could 
be held in the standard traverse gear.
A D.I.S.A. constant temperature anemometer was used in conjunction 
with the probe* The anemometer was set UP following the procedure given 
in the D.I.S.A, handbook f51j. Once the bridge was balanced, the cold 
resistance of the wire was obtained. The working resistance was set at 
6.8 ohms, which was 1.8 times the cold resistance of the wire.
The hot wire was calibrated in a free jet against * standard pitot 
static tube. Fig. 4.8 shows the calibration graph. /Vt higher velocities, 
the sensitivity of the wire is very much decreased and the calibration curve 
tends to become flat. The frequency response of the wire was estimated by 
observing the response of the wire to a square wave input signal. The 
details of the procedure are given in D.I.S.A. handbook [$1]. To produce 
the picture of the wave faithfully, the vdre should have high frequency in 
comparison with the frequency of the wave which is to be measured. The usual 
value is about 8 to 10 times the frequency of the wave to be measured. In 
this case the blade frequency was 300 cycles per second. The frequency of 
the wire obtained from square wave test was about 8000 cycles per second. 
Therefore the wire was auite suitable.
4«8 '-et.ails of test impel!car
A nine bladed .33 nub tip radius ratio impeller was used for the tests. 
Sxoept for the above, no other information was available.
To know the geometry of the blading at different radii, a blade, 
identical to that of the test impeller was cast in plaster of naris, and was
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cut at different radii . Pull size photographs of the different blade sections 
were obtained. I«roia these photographs, details of the blade chord, thickness, 
camber line and blade angles were computed. From these, the br.sic lift 
coefficients, no lift angles and design angle of attack v?ere computed using 
fclauert's thin aerofoil theory. The joint at the hub section was very 
thick and almost oval in cross^soetion with no pronounced camber. The cross- 
section of the blade at this point seemed to be determined mainly by 
mechanical considerations. No measurements of blade shape were niade at this 
position. Pig. 4,9 gives approximate shape of the blade sections at different 
radii. Appendix "Dw gives other details for the blade sections as measured 
and calculated.
^•9 Booster fan
A two speed booster fan is provided to investigate the behaviour of 
the test impeller at high flow coefficients. The lower speed of the fan is 
1440 r.p.m. and the higher speed 2900 r.p.m. There was no arrangement to 
run the booster fan at any other speed except these two. With the booster 
fan it tvaa possible to test the impeller up to rnaximuia flow coefficient of 
$ * 0.420.
CHAPTER V
TEST PPxOCEDimi? AND EXPERBfKNTAL RESULTS 
5*1 Test procedure
The performance characteristics were obtained by running the impeller 
at a constant speed of 2000 r.p.m. and varying the flow by the throttle 
valve. At each selected flow, the radial distribution of flow conditions 
were surveyed at 1$ positions. Pressures P^ , P« and P, at orifices 1,2 
and 3 of the three dimensional probe (Fig. 4*5) were recorded after balancing 
the pressures at orifices 2 and 4. The yaw angle was recorded from the 
graduated head at the top of the traverse gear. Static pressures at inlet 
and outlet casing walls and at outlet hub wall were recorded. For flow rate 
determination, the static pressure difference betv.een the venturl inlet and 
throat was recorded.
For the determination of torque known weights were placed on the 
torque arm until near balance was obtained and to this the load recorded by 
the transducer was added. For the calculation of the net torque bearing 
friction and windage torque was subtracted from the gross torque.
Barometric pressure, together with air and room temperatures were 
noted throughout the test. .All readings were reduced to standard temperature 
and pressure (60 F and 30W Hg.)* All pressures were measured relative to 
atmosphere.
From the readings of the pressures at orifices 1,2 and 3 of the
P1 * P3
probe, the coefficient of pitch angle (tr—•—^f) was calculated. Once theF1 - ^2
coefficient of the pitch angle was known, the pitch angle, the coefficient of
P - p p - P0 1 1 total pressure ( ) and the coefficient of static pressure (~———) wereP1 * P2 P1 * P2 
read off the c alibi' at ion chart of Fig* 4*6. I<rom these values, the true
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value of total pressure and. static pressure were calculated for each measuring 
station.
5«1«1 Use of the hot wire probe
The hot wire probe was positioned in the same plane as the combination 
probe, the probe beinr held in the same traverse gear, enabling the probe tip 
to be moved to any selected radial position* The wire axis was placed in 
such a way ao that it was parallel to the rotor speed vector at that point, 
the wire thus measuring the axial velocity component of the flow. It is 
convenient to measure the axial component of flow since this component is 
identical in both the absolute and relative velocity triangles in the study of 
blade relative flow phenomena*
For photographing the wakes, the turbulence output terminal of the 
anemometer was connected to an oscilloscope* An oscilloscope camera was 
used in conjunction with polqroid film of speed A,S,A, 3000. At the time 
of taking the photographs, the oscilloscope was set on single sweep. 1!rhen 
each sweep was exposed, the film was taken out and developed for ten seconds 
by the polar ox d method*
5*2 Data accuracy
The primary method for ascertaining the reliability of the measured 
data is through the comparison of the integrated flows at the impeller inlet 
and outlet measuring stations vdth the values measured with the vonturimeter 
and also to compare the calculated aerodynamic torque with the measured 
mechanical torque* These comparisone are shown in Fig, 5»1« The integrated 
flows at inlet are within + 2,5; of the venturi flow; similarly at outlet
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within 4 2?., of the venturi flow* Flo»7 comparisons are well within the 
values as generally experienced in single stage tests [Kef. 22], Tht 
difference between the measured mechanical torque ami the calculated aero­ 
dynamic torque is less than 2*50" except in one case where it is 3»1$» In 
the stalled region of flow no comparison was possible, as on both sides of 
the impeller, reverse flow took place and it is difficult to get reliable 
values of integrated flows at inlet and outlet*
5*3 ^valuation of result!
The method for the evaluation of the various results is given in 
Appendix "E". However, it is necessary here to explain the way in which 
mean head rise coefficient was evaluated*
The head of the machine at a given capacity is calculated as the 
weighted average of the different hea'i values produced by the various 
cylindrical sections through the impeller. When the head is not uniform 
at all radial sections, but the through flow velocity is the same upstream 
and downstream at all sections, the total head can be averaged as
_ oTT f t 
£!.££• f r Ox (Hg-H,) dr (5.1)
where r, and r. are the hub and tip radii. n v
However, in three dimensional flow, when the through flow velocity is 
not constant from upstream to downstream and also not uniform at all radii, 
the total head can be averaged as
«•
2TT
(5.2)
v I *- rfX«- * A f
' Jrh 
Thus the mean head rise coefficient was obtained at
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The same procedure was applied for stalled flows.
5.4 Presentation of results
The experiments were performed at a number of flow coefficients in 
the uistallad and stalled flow regions. Separate graphs are plotted where- 
ever this was considered necessary.
5«Jf«1 Overall performance
The overall performance of the impeller is shown in Fi^s. 5«2 and 
!?.3» The maximum flow point on the curve was obtained when the throttle 
valve was fully opened and the test impeller was running at 2000 r.p.m. with 
the booster fan at its maximum speed of 2900 r.p.m. The minimum flow con­ 
dition was obtained at a flow coefficient down to which readings began to be 
affected by instrument error such as meniscus effects in the manometer.
In Fig. 5»2 the mean total head rise coefficient y and the mean 
efficiency ^9 are shown as a function of mean inlet flor? coefficient 
The ty curve shows a discontinuity as Jf was reduced below 0.259* Between 
JJ = 0.259 and jJ s 0.210, no flow rate could be established, the flow shifted 
from j& a 0.259 to $ = 0.210. TCien the flow shifted from JJ s 0.259 to 
$ s 0.210, the impeller suddenly stalled as noticed by the change in noise. 
Fig. 5»3 shows the variation of the outer wall static pressure rise coef­ 
ficients with jt. 7/hen the flow was throttled to the minimum possible flow 
and then unthrottled, stable flow was established only at a much higher flow
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and thus a hysteresis loop was formed. When unthrottling the flow was 
possible from jj « 0,210 to 0.250 and then it shifted to f * 0.262.
5»5 Presentation of results for unst ailed flow
5»5»1 Axial velocity
Fig. 5«4 shows axial velocity upstream of the impeller. The axial 
velocity upstream was fairly unifona in the middle of the annulus but varied 
slightly in other regions. In the boundary layer regions it dropped con­ 
siderably, specially at the tip, where the drop was quite steep. At J0 e 0.420, 
the drop in axial velocity in the tip region was steeper than at the other 
tio flow coefficients. Fig. 5»5 shows axial velocity downstream of the 
impeller. Dovmstream axial velocity was not uniform at any flow rate. The 
Axial velocity increased from the hub towards the tip at all flow rates. It 
began to drop considerably as the vicinity of the tip was reached, the drop 
beini; quite rapid in the boundary layer region. The increase in axial 
velocity with radius was greatest at the lowest flow coefficient, i,e» at 
0.259,
5*5»2 Tangential velocity
Upstream of the impeller, tangential velocities were very small. 
Downstream, tangential velocity is shown in Fig. 5»6* The trend of tangential 
velocity at j? * 0.420 and j? = 0.35$ was the same. At these flow coefficients 
there was a continuous increase in tangential velocity from hub to tip except 
for a slight drop just near the tip and at a hub tip radius ratio of 0.45. At 
= 0.259 it increased continuously from hub to tip. In the tip region, the
increase was sudden with very little drop at the very tip. The rate of 
increase in the middle region was quite small and was the same at all flow 
rates*
5«5«3 Radial velocity
Any radial velocity upstream of the impeller WO.B too small to be 
Measured. downstream of the impeller the radial velocities were quite small 
except near the hub and tip* In ?ig« f>»7 radial velocities in the main part 
of the annulus are zero at $ s 0.259 and near aero at ja • 0.420* However, 
they are larger at the intermediate flow rate of $ = 0.358.
5*5*4 Total head
Fig. 5«B shows total head upstream of the impeller, Except in the 
hub and the tip boundary layer region it is uniform and slightly lees than 
eero. Fig. 5»9 shows total head downstream of the impeller. At j? = 0.420 
and JJ s 0.35$ total head increased from hub towards the tip. It began to 
drop as the vicinity of tip was reached and the drop boing quite rapid in the 
boundary layer region. At $ a 0.420 the total head was negative in the hub 
region. At j? * 0.259* total head increased from the hub to a radius ratio 
of 0.9 and then increased suddenly > remaining constant just at the tip. Pig, 
5.10 shows the rise in total head across the impeller.
5.5«5 Static head
Pig. 5*11 shows static head upstream of tie impeller. The reading 
from the pressure tap in the outer casing is also included in Fig. 5.11. pig, 
5.12 shows the variation of static head downstream of the impeller. It also
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includes readings made at the hub and the casing walls. In both cases 
the probe records higher values in the tip region.
5.5*6 Absolute Flow direction
A small amount of swirl wss present upstream of the impeller at all 
flow coefficients. The absolute angles of the flow downstream of the 
impeller aro shown in Pig. 5.13, At $ a 0.420 this angle was fairly constant 
in the middle region of the flow. It decreased from a radius ratio of 0.6 
to 0.4 and then it slightly increased near the hub. It also slightly 
increased near the tip. At $ » 0.358 it remained fairly constant for a 
considerable part of the annulus. It increased in the hub and tip region 
and its increase was steeper than that at $ a 0.420. At Jf = 0.259 at no 
radius ratio it was constant. It increased very sharply in the haib region 
and became negative. In the tip region also its rise was steeper than at 
the two other flow coefficients.
5.5-7 fleff.ection of ...the relative . fifty
Fig. 5«14 shows the deflection of the flovr through the impeller. 
The deflection was a minimum at the maximum flow and it increased y/ith the 
reduction of flow. At all flow coefficients there was no diffusion of 
the flow near the hub.
5.6 Ffresentation of results for stalled flow
5.6.1 Axial velocity
Pig* 5*15 shows the axial velocity upstream of the impeller. "'hen
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tfet iapeller stalled at J5 « 0.210, reverse flow set in on the suction side 
near the tip of the impeller. The portion of the annulus affected by the 
reverse flow increased with the reduction of flow. At a flow coefficient 
of 3 a 0.065 about 25 percent of the annulus height from the tip waa affected 
by the reverse flow and therefore the region of uniform velocity decreased. 
Fig. 5,16 shows axial velocity downstream of the irapeller. liecirculation 
downstream of the impeller occurred even when the fan was unstalled [Pig» 
5*5] • The region of recirculation increased with decreasing flow until at 
« 0.065 it extended to about 60^ of the annulus height from the hub.
5*6.2 Tangential velocity
Ptg» 5*1? shows tangential velocity upstream of the impeller. 
ith reverse flow on the suction side thr tangential velocity increased 
sharply towards the outer radius. As the flow was reduced, the magnitude 
of the tangential velocity increased throughout the annulus. Fig. 5*18 
chows tangential velocity downstream of the impeller. In all cases it 
increased from hub to tip. In the boundary layer region near- the tip it 
dropped slightly. The tangential velocity curves for different flow 
coefficients are overlapping each other. This is associated with the fact 
that in the stalled flow region, the jp • JS curves do not increase or decrease 
steadily. M drops at one flow coefficient, recovers slightly at a lower 
flow coefficient and drops again as the flow coefficient is reduced.
5.6.3 Radial velocity
Figs. 5.19 and 5-20 show the variation of radial velocity upstream 
and dowistream of the impeller. Hadial velocities are present over the
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whole annulus both upstream and downstream at all flow coefficients.
5.6.4 Total hoad
Pig. 5.21 shows total head upstream of the impeller. In the region 
of reverse flow it was positive and increased sharply as the flow was reduced. 
It falls slightly in the tip boundary layer region. Fig. 5.22 shows total 
head dormstresis of the impeller* It increased from hub to tip and the rate 
of increase was more at outer radii. Pig. 5*23 shows rise in total head 
across the impeller. The rise in total head decreased sharply in the boundary 
layer region and it beeaao even .negative. It recovered slightly just near 
the tip.
5»6*5 Static head
Pig« 5«24 shows static head upstream of the impeller. The static 
head increased sharply towards the tip becoming positive at very low flow 
coefficients. Pig. 5»25 shows static head dozenstreara of the impeller. 
There was a gradual increase from hub to tip. In these cases also probe 
recorded higher values in the tip region.
5.7 Presentation of experimental results (hot wire probe)
The blade wakes are expected to diffuse with the free stream flow as 
they move downstream and the picture cannot be clear as jaat near the trailing 
edge of the blade. Pessler and Hartoann [52] compared the wakes behind a 
subsonic compressor by placing a hot wire probe at a distance of 0.25, 0.60 
and 2.25 inches from the trailing edge of the rotor blad.es. Very little 
difference was noticed between the quality of the wake a for the two positions
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0.2$ ins. and 0.60 ins. of the probe. But the wakes that were obtained 
by placing the probe at 2.25 inches behind the rotor trailing edge.s were 
quite different. It was noticed that the blade wakes wore diffused and 
that the vertical scale had to be doubled for comparing theee pictures idth 
thoae taken closer to the bl?de trailing edge.
In the precent study the probe was placed at an axial distance of 
3 inches from the centre line . rticrefore in each photograph, the wakes 
hare started diffusing with the main flow. Also the wakes are not identical 
at a given flow condition and from this it seems that all the blades were not 
manufactured to the same finish and also that the setting of the blades was 
not quite the same* Better woke pictures eoild have been obtained if it 
would have been possible to locate the hot wire probe very close to the 
trailing edges of the blades. But besides obtaining the blade wake pictures, 
the interest was also to measure the H.M.S. value of the mean velocity to 
obtain and compare the losses obtained by pitot tube. Also at the survey 
plane which is about one chord downstream, the static pressure in the tan­ 
gential direction beeoraes uniform.
However, from these wake photographs at different flow coefficients 
and at different radius ratios, the working of the blade elements can be 
studied.
Hot wire measurements of the blade wakes
The pictures of the wakes were obtained at flow coefficients of 
= 0.420, 0.282, 0*259 and 0.210, and were taken for hub tip radius ratios 
of 0.983, 0.933, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 and O.L. These are given in Fig. 5.26. 
In those photographs, where there are three wakes, the scales wcrfc 1 millisecond
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per centimetre and O^L volts per centimetre* At the hub tip radius ratio 
where clear wakes were observed generally three wakes were photographed at 
larger scale* The highest trace represents the loss free region and the 
downwfird deflection represents a decreased mass flow* The left hand side 
of the downward going trace represents the suction.surface boundary of the 
passing blade wake and the right hand side going upward represents the 
pressure surface boundary of the wakes* The traces at a given hub tip 
radius ratio for different flow coefficients are compared briefly below* 
The use of the wake traces to obtain the estimates of the blade losses is 
discussed in detail in Chapter VI. 
flub tip radius ratio of 0*98j>
At $ = 0*420, though the wakes are not very clear, they can be 
distinguished from other flow losses which are always present near the tip. 
With the reduction of flow, the si*e of the wakes increased, and other flow 
losses also increased. At $ a 0.210, the flow was completely disturbed and 
the blade wakes were submerged in the overall tip loss region as the blade 
tip stalled* 
Hub.tip radius ratio of 0*933
At j? * 0.420, the blade wakes are clear, but other flow .looses are 
also present. At reduced Dow the size of the wakes increased and other 
losses also increased. At p « 0,210, the flow was completely disturbed and 
the blade wakes were submerged in the overall tip loss region as the tips 
of the blades stalled. 
Hub tip radius ratio of 0*8
At Jl » 0*420, the wakes are clear except for some minor flow 
irregularities. When the flow was reduced, the si2* of the wakes increased.
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At = 0.259, the wakes are quite clear, T?hen the flow was further 
reduced to $ r-. 0.210, the impeller was stalled near ths tip, y iropped 
aud loss regions appeared in the flow outside the immediate regions ol tlie 
wakes and this saudgea the clear out wakes tthcn tho blsde tip ia not stalled, 
Hub tip radius ratl.oof 0*7
At $ s O.J20, the wakst ere not rery clear, "but as the flow was 
reduce!, the blade wakon become rruite largo antf no other flow losses are 
noticeable. Jt ]J * 0.210, the -whole f3ow was disturbed due to the stalling 
of the blade at the tip. 
Hub tip rafliua ratio of 0.6
At jf e O.J;20, the uefces are not ver^' clear t ^"hen floi? ira.8 reduced, 
the eise of the vrakoB increased, but some other loceec also appeared. At 
^ j= 0,210, other losses have net increased due to the stalling of the blades 
at the tip as at other radiue ratios described p.bove. 
Hub tip rn^lua ratio of 0.5
At ? » 0.420, the wftkes ere clearer than at radius ratios of 0.5 and 
0.6. hen the flow was reduced all the wakes were disturbed and other flow 
losses increased.considerably. At $ & 0.210, it seems the losses are not 
increased more than what they were at $ a 0.259» rather it seems they are 
slight\y decreased. 
Hub tip radius ratio of 0.4
At no flow coefficients the wakes can be separated froa other losses• 
It seems that at all flow coefficients very high losses are present and this 
blade section did not work satisfactorily at any flow coefficient.
5.8 general discussion of the eyperimental rosults.
The mean head rise produced by the impeller increased continuously
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as the flow was reduced from j? = 0*420 and a maximum value of 0.35*1 was 
obtained at J8 = 0.259. #hen flow was further reduced, it shifted to 
£ • 0.210 and the mean head rise coefficient dropped off to a value 
approximately 64 percent of the maximum value* At this mean flow coef­ 
ficient the impeller was stalled. l/ith further reduction of flow there 
was not any appreciable recovery of mean head rise coefficient and after a 
flow coefficient of j! a O.u93» it dropped off steeply.
The maximum mean efficiency of 81.4 percent was attained at $ a 0.259* 
With a further reduction of flow, the mean efficiency also dropped to a value 
approximately 6k percent of the maximum value and with further reduction of 
flow it continued to drop steeply. The higher efficiency range of the 
impeller was from Jt • 0.360 to jl = 0.259« The maximum efficiency was 
attained Just before the impeller was about to stall. Generally, just 
before stall aerofoils work at their minimum loss incidence angles. 
Immediately prior to stall, the boundary layer on the upper surface of the 
blade is about to separate and this condition is associated with very low 
skin friction due to the low boundary layer velocity gradient at the wall. 
At stall, the boundary layer separates with a sudden increase in the eddy 
or form losses causing a d:t»p in the efficiency. In this particular case, 
the mean head rise coefficient dropped to a value of 64 percent of the 
maximum value and the efficiency dropped by the same amount, suggesting a 
drop in head coefficient was due to the sudden increase in loss rather than 
sudden drop in the lift of the blade at separation. Unlike with isolated 
aerofoils, the loss of lift at stall in a cascade of blade is relatively 
gradual spec-.ally in cases of large stagger.
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Pig* 5*3 shows that when the flow was throttled and when it was 
unthrottlsd, a hysteresis loop was formed. This phenomena seems to be 
comnoiufor axial flow impellers as reported by Button [39] and Miller t 
Grouse and Sandercock [20]* A possible explanation for this phenomena in 
the impeller can be inferred from the behaviour of isolated aerofoils. 
When an aerofoil works at its maximum lift coeffioient , the point near the 
stall, there is bound to be separation of the flow from the surface other 
than at the trailing edge, and stall almost always implies, therefore 
separation from the front half of the aerofoils. Thwaitea [5] &aa stated 
that the state of the boundary layer on the aerofoil largely determines the 
stalling characteristics since on it depend the points of separation and 
the formation of the separation bubbles. The position of separation and 
the pressure within the bubble are the principal agencies in determining 
the characteristics of the flow as a whole. There are two possibilities! 
separation of (a) the laminar boundary layer near tho nose and (b) a 
turbulent layer near the trailing edge* The forcer- is usuallv found on 
thin aerofoils and the latter on thicker aerofoils. Thwoites [f?j defines 
thick aerofoil as where the naxivuR section thickness is greater than 12 
percent of the chord.
For thick aerofoils, PI a the lift is increased, the separation point 
first appears ne.ir the trailing edge and then moves forwdrd as the lift 
increased further as a consequence of the increased positive pressure gradients 
over the rear of the aerofoil* A free boundary or vortex shoet springing 
from the separetion point encloses a bubble of air in which a turbulent 
Circulating motion is set up by the shear layer alon£ the bubble boundary 
imfl by the turbulent roiTing fit the roar end. On thin rerofoila, an important
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feature of the flow is the occurencc of separation of the laminar "boundary 
layer near the leading edge as soon as a pronounced mirdiaua of pressure is 
formed there. For moderate incidences , reattachment as a turbulent boundary 
layer occurs, some distance downstream, a bubble tlms being formed* Long 
and short bubbles under these circumstances are approjcimately classified, 
If the Reynold's number based on momentum thickness is greater than $00 9 a 
short bubble will be formed. The length of the short bubb3s is from a half 
percent to one percent of the chord. The bubble causes very little 
daviation from the pressure distribution given by the first invisifl approx­ 
imation. As the lift Increases, the pressure decreases in the bubble and 
this is counteracted by increased curvature which in turn implies a decrease 
in the sise of tho buoble. Vt some critical angle of attack, the short 
bubble suddenly bursts forming a long bubble with marked loss of 15.ft« The 
long bubble is about 2 to 3 pel-cent of the chord on formation at low angle of 
attack but grows rapidly with increasing incidence until the separated layer 
fails to reattach. In the course of this lengthening of the bubble, the 
gradient of the lift curve steadily decreases and juaxionia lift is usually 
attained when the bubble extends beyond the trailing adge,
Isolated aerofoils show a hysteresis "behaviour at stall. Then, after 
the stall, the incidence angle is decreased, there is no reattachment after 
the separation near the leading edge ani decrease of the incidence at first 
has little effect on the separated region covering the whole surface, but 
lith further decrease of incidence the flow suddenly reverts to & short bubble 
configuration, Thwaites [5] has pointed out that it is quite iaoossible to 
predict the difference in the t-so values of the incidence for which the bubble
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bursts and reforms. It se^as the same phenomena cause a similar behaviour 
in the impeller, which la evident from Fif*. 5.3 as when the flow tv»» un- 
throttled, there was no reattachment of the flow at the flow coefficient 
at which it separated. Howevsr, as pointed out earlier, there vdll be 
no sadden drop of the lift as in the case of isolated aerofoils.
From the experimental results it is clear that the behaviour of the 
impeller was completely changed at JJ = 0.210. Even in ths unstalled region 
of flow the impeller has shoim strong three dimensional behaviour. Three 
dimensional effects increased as the flow was decreased. The distribution 
of axial velocity downstream of the impeller wr.s not uniform at any flow 
rate. At jl = 0.259* the axial velocity became zero and then negative near 
the hub and this phenomena increased with further reaction of flow. At 
$ B 0.069, about 60 percent of the annulus height from the hub was affected 
duo to this. Due to radial equilibrium requirements, if the given flow is 
to adhere to the hub at domstream of the impeller, it should have some 
definite value fbr the ratio of tangential velocity to axial velocity at the 
hub. If this value i.e. the absolute flow angle downstream increases from 
the critical value, the flow separates from the hub and a dead air bubble is 
forced at the hub and the critical hub radius is more than the existing one. 
If the flow is reduced further, the siso of the dead air bubble increases. 
In the dead air bubble eddies are formed. It has been shown later that 
when the flow was analysed by radial equilibrium equation at JJ = 0*259, it 
was zero near the hub. It shows that for this flow coefficient the value of 
critical hub ratio waa wore than 0.33* Barna [53] has given a graph plotted 
between critical hub tip ratio and absolute flow angle at outlet. This gives 
a critical angle of 10 degrees for a hub tip radius ratio of 0.33. However,
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from Pig. 5.13 it will be seen that in the test impeller the critical angle 
at which flow reversal starts, at the hub, is iauch higher than 10 degrees. 
In fact, Barna's graph is applicable for free vortex design.
The inlet axial velocity was nearly uniform in a large part of the 
annulus from JU = 0.420 to $ = 0.259. At JJ a 0.210 and below the inlet 
velocity was not u dfonn as at the outer radius reverse flow set in and thus 
the axial velocity varied from maximum to aero and then became negative* 
About 25 percent of the annulus height was affected by reverse flow at the 
outer radius on the suction side. Beta [54 j has suggested that when flow 
separates from a blade then the pressure produced in the cross section at 
this point usually falls below that produced by the other blades. The
energy supplied by the rotor is now deficient at this section, and the
/OCdeficiency must bo compensated for by the kinetic energy / x1 of the——__
fluid passing the blade. The flow velocity C . is reduced at such sections
. « n
but if this velocity is small, the kinetic energy ' ^ may not be 
sufficient to replace the missing energy supply and reverse flow occurs at 
the section. From this the flow about the neighbouring blades is severely 
disturbed so that separation occurs on those blades as well. Bets [54] has 
also suggested that_reverse flow occurs at a definite value of a "loading
factor" defined as 2 . Beta has given this value as between 3 and 5 for
$ 
an axial flow fan* In the test impeller, reversal of the flow at the
inlet tip region is clearly seen at j? = 0,210. There are reasons as will 
be shown later-, to believe that reversal of the flow in this region did in 
fact start at $ = 0.259 though the region of reversal did not extend to the 
inlet traverse plane. The loading factor at both j? = 0.259 and 0.210 turni
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out to D3 about 5 confirming the values suggested by Bets.
In the unst ailed region of flow, the radial velocities measured 
at the outlet traverse plane were very small, and the maximum velocities 
were 4» 9 and 1? percents of the maximum axial velocities at $ = 0.420, 
0.35& and 0.259 respectively. However, all these maximum velocities were 
either near the tip or near the hub. At j? = 0««i59j the radial velocity 
in the greater part of the annulus was zero, whioh shows that the flow had 
settled down at the measuring plane and radial equilibrium reached. This
was also confirmed by Pig. 5»27, where the calculated values of static
dp ~ f) (r \^ 
pressure from -s— = / ^ 92 .. have been plotted. Good agreement has beente2 — —— 
achieved except near the tip, which is partly due to the over-estimation
of static pressure near the tip. *t = 0.259, the hub is affected by 
reverse flow and therefore there is recirculation of fluid. Due to this the 
probe has measured tha strength and direction of the radial velocity of the 
reverse flow and It suggests that the outer boundary of the reverse flow is up 
to a hub tip radius ratio of 0.5» At $ a 0.420 and $ = 0.358, just near 
th« hub the direction of the radial velocity shows that the flow is trying 
to move towards the hub. It seems that due to the very thick blade sections 
near the hub, there is a blockage effect. Due to the blockage effect, flow 
nould be moved radially outwards in the impeller and then would tend to move 
back towards the hub downstream of the impeller. In the stalled flow region 
radial equilibrium was not reached at the measuring plane due to the severe 
distortion of the axial flow by the reoirculating regions at the hub and the 
tip | and the radial velocities were quite high.
Pig* 5»19 shows the radial velocity variation at inlet. In the region
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which is not affected by the reverse flov/ t the flow tried to shift towards 
the tip and just near the hub, the radial velocity is zero. At the outlet 
the radial velocities were present throughout the annulus as can be seen 
from Fig. 5.20. The magnitude and direction change from positive to 
negative were different for different flow coefficients, but the trend at 
all the flow coefficients was the saiae. The magnitude of the radial 
velocities increased.with the reduction of flow. In the reverse flow 
region, the radial velocities of the reverse flow have been measured. The 
general nature of the flow when the irapeller is stalled can be imagined as 
given in Fig. 5.28.
Fig. 5«8 shows the variation of total head at inlet. The total 
head at inlet should be zero but it shows a very small negative head. This 
ia due to instrument error. One possible explanation is that the instrument 
was calibrated in a rig ishere the turbulence was high and of a different 
nature than the flow at the impeller traverse plane when the impeller was 
unstalled. The instrument error would be similar, but of different mag­ 
nitudes, at the inlet and outlet traverse planes so that the effect of the 
error would be cancelled or much reduced when inlet and outlet readings are 
subtracted to give the total head rise. This applies to the variation of 
total hea-.l rise plotted in rig. 5*10. From 5»9 it can be seen that at 
$ s 0.259* just near the tip, the total head increased suddenly. Cor­ 
respondingly tangential velocity and absolute flow direction also increased. 
If the correBponding values of these p rameters are examined for stalled 
flows at the tip, then there is similarity between the two. Prom this it 
teens that the flow separation at the tip at inlet is imminent or has nlready 
begun and a very email recirculation eddy has formed which does not necessarily
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extend up to the probe measuring plane. At the same f low coefficient the 
impeller attained maximum nean efficiency ^nd that this confirms the idea 
that the losses are lot? just before or as separation is Just starting. Once 
separation is well established the form losses increase rapidly and efficiency 
falls as happened at Jf s 0.210,
As can be seen from Piss. 5*21 and 5.22 that there is a sharp increase 
in head at the tip at inlet as well an at outlet of the impeller in the stalled 
flow region. At inlet, £ftfc:<rt*«B t& A"««wl*^-^-?^#*;trhat happens is that 
«h*n recirculation starts at the inlet, fluid that enters at a lower radius 
is pumped out again into the inlet region at a greater radius with a higher 
total head* Tbis same fluid enters the impeller again at the original 
lower radius but this time with a lower total head as it sires up some of 
its energy to the neighbouring throughput streamlines by mixing* The energy 
of the rscirculating eddy remains a constant as it yields any pumping work 
done on it to the neighbouring throughput streamlines by laixing. Thus the 
throughput streamlines near the tip enter the impeller with a total head 
higher than normal and end up in the downstream tip region with an enhanced 
total heal rise. The sudden increase in total head at the downstream tip 
region is thus a sign that reversal, and recirculation of the flow has started 
at inlet. At j? z C.420 the total head rise near the hub is negative. ?br 
p. given blade angle according to head flow relationship of Fqiu 3»3 there
will be a definite value of local flow coefficient tf up to vrhich the section' 2
will generate positive head. The flow coefficient .tor zero head rise will
#>= T —— 5 — • For radius r«tio of 0.4 this value comes to 1.2. For two ^ tan
dimensional flo^ when the deviation of the fluid is taken into consideration 
the value of ft for Bero head comes to 0.95. Bue to secondary flows there 
is a lot of underturning at the hub and the actual value of £ for zero head
' 's
could be less than this. At J? a 0.420, the value of #2 at radius ratio 
of 0.4 was 0.861, and sero head rise must have been reached at a mean 
flow coefficient somewhat lower than this. Prom the rise in total head 
it can be seen that the maximum work is being done at the outer radius.
In Fig. 5,12 plots of static head at outlet of the impeller also 
include readings made at the hub and the casing wall. In the unstalled 
flow region, the approximate value of the static head can be obtained by 
joining the reading at the hub and the casing wall by a straight line* 
This confirms the common industrial practice of linear extrapolanation bet­ 
ween readings made at the hub and the casing walls. However, when the 
impeller is stalled the linear extrapolation approximation is not quite 
justified as can be seen from Pig. 5«25» At unstalled and stalled flows 
cylindrical type probe records higher values of static pressure near the 
tip as can be seen from Figs. 5«11» 5»12, 5»24 and 5«25» Such behaviour 
for cylindrical probee has also been pointed out by Khane [17] and 
Horlook [21],
If Fig. 5»14 be examined, it will be seen that even in the unstalled 
region of flow there was no diffusion of flow near the hub. AJI stated 
earlier the hub section was very thick and oval in shape without any appreciable 
camber and due to this there was considerable interference and blockage of 
the flow. Due to this there was no diffusion of the flow as in compressor 
cascades the thickness of the blades makes the outlet angle greater than 
what it would be if the thickness was eere.
Fig* 5«29 shows the relative outlet an^le of flow in the unstalled 
region. It can be seen from the figure that in the middle region where the 
ipace shord ratio is between 1 and 1.7> the outlet angle was nearly constant.
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But beyond a space chord ratio of 1.7 there was considerable variation in 
outlet angle for different flow coefil cients. Near the hub though the 
•pace chord ratio was less than unity, the outlet angle was not constant* 
At JJ - 0.259, the outlet angle nenr the hub increased sharply as the axial 
velocity there tends to be zero. At stalled flows outlet angle is not 
constant at axqf radius ratio for different flow coefficients as can be seen 
from Fig, 5.30.
To know the behaviour of different blade elements at different flow 
coefficients, the hot wire traces of blade wakes can give useful information* 
From examining the blade wakes at different flow coefficients it can be seen 
that the hub region did not work satisfactorily at any flow coefficient* 
The flow was disturbed at ail flow coefficients. This may be due to the 
Very thick section near the hub and due to this there will be blockage in 
the flow, At $ 9 0,259 and 0,210 reverse flow also affected the picture* 
Similarly very near the tip the blade section did not work well, but it 
worked better than the hub section as at ^ = 0.^20 the blade wakes can be 
distinguished frora the other flow disturbances which are caused by the tip 
clearance flow. At j? a 0,210 when the blade was stalled at the tip, the 
whole flow was so much disturbed and mixed that it was impossible to 
distinguish the wakes from other flow disturbances. In fact this process 
started at $ = 0,259 and there is farther evidence that flow reversal and 
recirculation at the tip started at j? = 0,259, v/hen the mean efficiency was 
maximum. At $ = 0,420, clear wakes could not be obtained at radius ratios 
of 0,7 and 0,6. Pitot tube measurements have not shown any unusual 
phenomena at these radius ratios and it seems difficult to explain why good 
wakes were not obtained at these radius ratios. At jf = 0,259, the tip
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clearance flow has affected the flow at a radius ratio of 0.933 and reverse 
flow has affected the flow it a radius ratio of 0.5» At all other radius 
rat .os, good wake pictures were obtained. V&en the flow was stalled, that 
is at J3 a 0.210 It is interesting to notice that the separation of the flow 
took place at the tip disturbing a large part of the annulus up to a hub 
tip radius ratio of 0,7* However, it seems thr.t the blade element at a 
radius ratio of 0.6 was working satisfactorily and at radius ratios of 0,5 
it has shown some improvement in comparison to $ = 0.259* The reason for 
this seems to be that due to reverse flow at the tip, the flow was shifted 
towards the hub and the incidence angle was reduced at ti.is section.
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CHAPTER VI 
LOSS ESTI1&TIQH 
General description of losaei
As pointed out in Chapter III, the head rise coefficient ty = ^[ v LjJ
In the case where CL., =0
Therefore to predict the head rise coefficient it ic essential that the 
total head loss should be known,
Losses in a turboiaachine may be classified a cording to their physical 
causes, or their location. Generally these are skin friction losses, form 
drag, secondary flow losses, roclrculation losses, annulus losses on the 
casing and the hub and the losses within the blade row*
The major part of the loss is connected with the formation of 
boundary layers which are the result of viscous flow* The boundary layers, 
mostly turbulent, begin to form on the inside walls of the intake ducts and 
on the blade surfaces. The turning of the annulus wall boundary layer through 
the blade passages creates trailing and passage vorticities. The boundary 
layers on the blades are shed as wakes. These vorticities and wakes represent 
regions of high loss,
Due to the effects of the variation of circulation alone the blade 
length, the blade tip clearance and the relative motion of the rotor blade and 
anntalus walls create vortices and further losses are created. T,osses caused
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by the separation of the boundary layers off the annulus -wall are considered 
serious. These occur as a result of the interaction of the wall and. blade 
boundary layer in the corner bounded by the end Will and the suction surface 
of the blade. Also off design loadings increase the loss due to separation 
fcsaociatecl with strong adverse pressure gradients on blade suction surfaces.
Kowell [23] was the first who arbitrarily divided the losses in a 
turbomachine into (a) profile loss (in blade cascade), (b) annulus loss 
(on casing and hub wall) and (c) secondary loss (miscellaneous).
6.2 Profile loss
This can generally be obtained from experimental cascade data 
through correlations made by Howell r 23], Carter [55] and others using
British C. circular arc blades. Howell's dnta for the total pressure loss *»•
is expressed in terms of the difference between incidence ant? the so called 
nominal incidence. Carter's correlation is based on the difference between 
incidence and optimum incidence, where the latter is the incidence for maximum 
lift drag ratio. Loss estimation can also be based on Lieblein's [24] low 
speed relationship between the equivalent diffusion ratio and the wake 
«0«entura thickness at any flow condition;, This relationship which is for 
two dimensional incompressible flow was derived from boundary layer theory 
assuming mean values for the form factor and momentum thickness of the wake or 
boundary layer in the integration of the momentum e uation. It was also 
assumed that the blade peak suction surface velocity occurred close to the 
leadin: ed^e so that the initial boundary layer at the start of the diffusion 
is small, and that the boundary layer of the suction surface contributes the 
major portion of the wake. Lieblein's equation for the calculation of
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equivalent diffusion can only be used for British C. and N.A.C.A. 65 
blades. Klapproth [56] has shown that Uablein's equation raay be modified 
to account for change in the a^ial velocity ratio. Ealje [27] showed that 
using cascade criteria such as aerodynamic blade loading coefficient (ratio 
of the actual tangential force per u>iit blade height to tho ideal tangential 
force per unit blacb height) and the bl^de surface diffusion ratio, 
generalized relations for the loss in cascades of axial flow machines can be 
formulated. With the help of experimental and theoretical considerations, 
he derived a relation between the equivalent diffusion ratio and wake momentum 
thickness. Then an equation i*or the profile loss based on Lieblei^s 
approach was derived. In this equation, the value of the form factor of the 
wake is the same as that suggested by Licblein and it is assumed that it does 
not change with flow coefficient. As far as determination of profile loss is 
concerned, the method suggested by Balje does not have any special advantage 
over TJ.eblein*s method. Fowever, Balje has correlated profile loss to other 
looses as will be discussed Ister.
6.3 Secondary losses
In a cascade (designed for constant circulation at all spanwise 
positions) trailing Tortices of opposite direction occur at the end of the 
inner and outer diameters. At the tip where the circulation drops off at 
the outer portions of the blade because of tip clearance, the trailing vortex 
in actuality consists of a sheet which however is supposed to roll up into a 
discrete vortex. In addition to these vortices, secondary vortices occur, 
which are caused by the boundary layers at the inner and outer channel walls.
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The direction of these vortices will bj opposite to ench other. These 
vortex filaments induce secondary velocities in the discharge side of the 
cascade*
The kinetic energy of the induced velocity represents a lose and
Vavra [25J has sho*m that for a t%t> dimensional cascade, this loss is
2.proportional to C. . He has further shown that the secondary vortices areit
influenced by the conditions at the blade tips an l the flow is much more 
Complex, empirical relations ^ing frequently used to take account of three 
dimensional efrects. along the blade height* Kowell [23] has given a single 
empirical equation to take into account the losses due to secondary flows 
which also includes tip clearance loss. Yavra [23] has given two different 
equations for secondary loss, one takes into account secondary flows and the 
other tip clearance flow elfects, Empirical relations also exist to give the 
drag coefficient due to fluid friction on the annulus wall* Kowell [23]
gives this drag coefficient ae Cnc - *02 ~- i.e. C_0 will increase if thereJOki n. j)j>
are fewer blades, but Vavra [25] has suggested that this is contrary to the
experimental results and has suggested the expression 0 » 0,018
OS
i.e. baaed on chord length* This takes account of the fact that the 
fricti jnal losses on the walls depend to a greater extent on the interference 
effects between the walls and the profile boundary layer than on the wall 
boundary layer alone.
These drag coeiiicieatt as given bv Howell or Vavra are energy 
averaged over the olade height. In order that these coefficients may be used 
for a particular blade element, new coefficients referred to these elements 
must be calculated* Also it hat to be decided what percentage of blade height
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it affected by these losses and what ah uld be the nature of distribution of 
those losses in the affected region, i.e. should the distribution be linear 
or parabolic etc* Betz [54] has suggested that due to tip clearance 
circulation falls off to sero at the tip and the extent of the blade height 
in which there is noticeable fall in circulation depends upon the tip 
clearance and a distance S" = e cos pg . He has given graphs for various 
values of the ratio of blade tip clearance to 3% from whioh the blade height 
affected by the tip clearance can be calculated. Secondary flow and annulus 
wall drag effects may be assumed to affect a blade height equal to the boundary 
layer thickness* A linear distribution of losses has sometimes been assumed 
as suggested by Schlichting and Daa [57] • Balje [2?] has given one expression 
for the tip clearance loss and another for the end wall loss which includes 
secondary flow and annulus drag effects. These loss coefficients are defined 
in such a manner that they are additive to the profile loss at different radii.
6*4 Limitations of somi empirical methods of loss estimation
The serai empirical methods just described have been developed for and 
depend on correlation aimed at predicting losses in axial compressors. They 
relate to standard blade forms and to values of space chord ratios and staggers 
that apply to compressor practice* They are an uncertain guide to losses at 
the higher spact chord ratios and ataggeis that are met within low pressure 
impellers such as the one in the present study*
6.5 Loss estimation by hot -ire measurements in the blade wakea
It was thought that the experimental measurement of loss should be quite
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independent of total pressure measurements behind the impeller* In this 
way there Is no possibility of the loss coefficient derived from total 
pressure measureaents being used in turn in a "pseudo self validating" pro- 
oedure to adjust the calculated total pressure rise in the impeller to cor­ 
respond to the actual measured total pressure rise* It was decided to 
derive the loss from hot wire anemometer measurements made downstream of the 
impeller*
Fessler and Hartman [52] obtained hot wire traces of the wakes at the 
exit of the rotor of a subsonic compressor over the top half of the aniiulus* 
The losses calculated from these blade wakes were approximately the same as 
those obtained by total pressure aeasurements in the compressor. Fujie [26] 
obtained wake traces behind an axial flow fan and compared the drag coefficients 
calculated from these with those given by Howe11 [23j, Vavra [25] and Betz. 
He has proposed his o?m empirical rules for drag coefficients for secondary 
flows, annulus and, tip clearance.
In calculating the losses from the wake traces, Pessler and Hartman 
[52] assured that the highest trace of the wake represented the ideal value 
of the axial velocity and that this was equivalent to the reading of the 
D.C. voltage recorded by an anemometer* However, the anemometer ^.C. volt­ 
meter reading corresponds to the average velocity* Further to calculate the 
mean loss it is also necessary to plot the ratio of relative total pressure 
to ideal relative total pressure against distance in the tangential direction. 
For this purpose, the wakes should be uite clear. It is quite possible to 
do this in the middle region of the blades but near the hub and the tip where 
the blade wakes are nixed with other losses, it is difficult to plot the ratio
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of relative total pressure to ideal relative total pressure against distance 
in the tangential direction. Also this is quite a lengthy process. For 
their calculation they assumed that the static pressure is uniform in the 
tangential direction. Such an assumption is not valid because they 
measured their wakes very close to the blade trailing edges.
The basis for lost estimation is discussed in what follows. A 
method is proposed for the rapid determination of the loss from hot wire 
measurements. The method depends m the direct measurement of the R.^.S. 
value of the wake wave form by the anemometer thus abrevlating the lengthy 
procedure of analysing the actual wave form,
6*6 Calculation of losses in cascades
The mean loss in total pressure q is defined as the '©crement in 
relative total pressure between the inlet to the cascade and a station well 
domstream of the cascade where the wakes have smoothed out and all flow 
conditions are uniform* In Fig« 6.1 it is assumed that the traverse plane 
is one chord do?mstreara where the static pressure p« and the outlet angle 
^2 are constant. In going from the traverse plane to the smoothed out 
flow downstream there is a change in p2 and £2 due to mixing out of the wakes.
The static pressure and angle downstream are denoted by p, and J3,.
If the momentum theorem is applied in the -xial direction, then
2 8 
(P2 - P3 ) * = (*3 co8 p3 ) / s - y30?2 COB P
or 2 /1 2 v
(Po - P*) s /0 (v'» cos p.) - p( (W0 cos p 0 ) d ^ (6.2)^^2 3 / 3 3 / \ * < s N/^0
a*.
The momentum theorem applied in tangential direction gives 
(W3 cos P3) p s \?3 sin p3 = ( W2 oos p2 /0 dy Wg sin pg
2 i 9or W. cos p. sin p =x wc cos p« sin P5 d f (6.3)
and from the continuity equation
W, C0s 8_ s I w cos 3 0 d ^ (6»4) 3 3 J 0 2 2 a
squaring I3qn. 6»4 and dividing by B
A ' ^!%
tan p
30 sin 
0 * 2
3 1 2 
[ W2 cos £„ d *
or ,1 2
"2 ^ *
tan px » tan p0———————— (6.5)
2
Now the mean total pressure loss in the cascade is
q " P01 " P||3 (6.6)
9 P01 " * P 3 * P3
Substituting from Kqn« 6*4
q « P01 * 4 P [sec 03 J V2 cos ^ d
Substituting from Kqn. 6*2 for p,
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-12 2 
Pn, - i A) [sec p, W0 oos P0 d I ] - Po + /£ (*, cos p.)VH 2 r l«»w P» "n WB Po u T J -Ho / v ri5 ""v
v/I / * / j% £ <£ 8 fcy ^ V
2 y* \ a *W cos p9 ) s
/ Jo 2 z
Substituting for W. cos 3, from Eqn. 6.45 5
4 ^5 1I . jj^ ^ I
q n ^*n4 "* ^ I [ s®° PX ( ^o oos Po ^ -J "" Po "*" / ^ I 
/ ^ JQ ^ s / Q
,t 2
(W2 cos p2 ) d
/] ~s m̂  . r 
a P^ - i see2 p, cos2 p [ f iff d J ] 2 - p * /)cos2 p
«? *J4i8 * /
•^o W'
2"1 ,r- P2 * i /cos p2 [sec"1 P3 - 2][ J 7/2 d ^
r w 2 df (e.?)
J /> f- «5
f 7L d \ = Wj,J 0 * * *
W» can assume here that P«^^ 3,. The difference betrreen S0 and S-* S >~-^^~l *i * J • *ie. j £. y
is quite small and assuming that they are equal, this will simplify the cal­ 
culations without introducing significant error in the magnitude of q. 
Then eqn. 6.7
-2 
q « PQ1 - P2 -
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Also let *2 « l£ + AW2 (6-9)
as •?_ is mean of ^2 over blade space
_ ^ /%
Also ?/ 2 9 W + (AW ' as ^ ~ ° b^ definition (6.10)
~-2 2 —2 ,1 2 
P01 * P2 " ^ 7< 2 * COS ^2 W2 " / COS
_2 ———*- 
« Pn. - p., - i/> HL « /'cos": p9 (AWJ*1
U1 £. I C. I f> C.
-.2
substituting from Kqn. 6.10 for T]"0
P " P * *'01 '2 
or
s P01 * * AW 1 • 2 COS
2
— f Pn ,-, dy i.e. the space averaged total pressure at thesJ Q 0*
traverse plane. PQ¥. * PQ2 ^s ^iie space averaged total pressure loss = q.
2- 2 cos P9 ] (6.12)
This eolation gives the loss of total pressure at the point where the wakes 
have smoothed out using the readings taken at the traverse plane.
Prom the velocity triangle of Fig. 6.1, the loss can also be written
as _ 2/1
n 2 - 2 - 2
NOW C, ss
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tan
' 2U3
Also U C = U3(U3 - CxJ tan
tan
•• - 2 O CJ . i/0 [CxJ2 (1 + tan2
sec2 Pj - Uj2]/) . i /> [W32 - Uj
If Pr<. is assumed to be zero ns in the case of an isolated rotor 
then « -
U- a U0 , if there is no radial shift of streamlines after the 
^ «
traverse plane
*
t = - [P03 - i f> V22] (6.
PQ . being the relative total pressure far down stream,
It is now required to express PQ- is terms of quantities measured 
at the outlet traverse plane. 
Substituting from *cqn. 6.11
3 • - [p - i> (*w)2 (i - 2 cos2 p) - 4/» uJ
- [P2 * i/V] * */> n2* * if(«2 )z (1 - 2 cos2 82 )
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or q = - p2 - i /> sec 2 P 2 Cx/ + i/^ U/ + ^(AWg)2 (1 - 2 cos 2 pg ) (6.16)
/ UP 2 *? 2 V* < AW9 )2 2 v
«( ,-£_) _ ——£_ - Sec p9 -2». + ——*_ (1-2 cos p ) (6.1?)
C. TT"* ^" 4t fc ,^» »
Ncnr
if-
Let Cx2 = C*2 + A CX2
^*S «*
4- 2 C
= 1 2
Also f (A" "
Average of A C 2 * A C « a 0. This follows by definition
~2
U 5> T4 / A P V9 "9 J> 9 V" ^-«-'£. \ &___ * n * a X«:—•» - sec p 0 - sec y>^ ———»•
f. C. <i £.
(1-2 cos2 p.) (6.18)
Cx2
The pressiire p2 is constant along the traverse plane as the latter is 
situated about one chord downstrenun of the blades. If it is assumed that 
there is at least one streamline at the traverse plane vrhich has not suffered
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an increase of entropy, and therefore having maximum relative velocity 
Oan
,
) (6-20)
Substituting from Eqn. 6.20 into the Eqn, 6.18
*ou . 2 2 (A V- sec p2 - sec P2 •"•'.",>— * ——|— (1-2 cos f3g
^T
2 2 2- sec - sec ——— — + ——— - sec0x2
(1-2 ooa2 p ) (6.21)
2 W2 + 2
2 t (6 . 22)
2 2-.-.^ « O ^,£JB _ C _ .__ __ sec Pp * ^ TUT" sec Po (contd, 
. • J-fl C n C ^
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sec sec2 p (1 - 2 cos2
or
q 2 •"*—5 s sec ^ ^«,
0« A C ow P
(T*3 ) * 2 ( -TIT*)- 2 °«
. C*2 C-
2
2 (6.23)
If a hot wire anemometer be used to measure the instantaneous variation of 
C ~j all the quantities in Sqn. 6*23 can be found. \7ith a hot wire probe 
situated at a radius r and with the iapeller rotating at 8, the blade to
blade distance s is given
s « r £ t
ds s r 2 dt
, . s
i ds x r 2 dt s -- x dt *» /
(6.24)
(6.25)
.*. space average = time average as measured by the anemometer.
If (A C 2M) can be measured directly from an oscilloscope trace, then from
Eqn. 6*23 it will be possible to calculate the loss* (A C 2 ) ^s obtained
from the R.M.S, reading as given by the anemometer. If (A C «„) cannot
be measured directly, an estimate of it can be made in terms of [(A C 0 )2] ,
i.e. in terms of the R.M.S. of C „, if suitable shape of the wake form may
be assumed*
6.7 Sstimation of (A C «. ) for different wave forms
3Sxaaination of the hot -.ire tr&ces of the wakes showed that in some 
cases the wakes were more or less clearly separated w ile in others there
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no clearly defined region which could be said not to belong to the wakes. 
For purposes of calculation, simplified nodes of the wake shape are postulated, 
one a saw tooth type of profile, the second a more clearly separated wake and 
the third a sine wave wake form. All these are shown in Pig. 6.2. 
For a saw tooth type wake form from Fig. 6.2
= (a - S x) (6.26)
(A C )2 = a2 «.
,2
0
b
242 _ 2a + * a - 2a
2a
(6.27)
This result is independent of the magnitude b
[R.M.S. of A CJ (6.28)
For well separated wakes from Fig. 6.2
(d * b * e) * Cx2M (d + b + e) - | (b + e) (6.29)
c + = u 2 b + e
b + e 
x2M 2
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b
As derived in the previous case
From Bqn. 6,30 and 6.31
/,- _ 0 \(6 '32)
By examining the traces of the wakes it was noticed that the value of d in 
relation to (b + e) varies approximately 0.5 to 1.5« However, the value 
of 1.5 is in rare eases* By assuming a suitable value of d in relation to
(b + e), the value of A C OM can be calculated.X2M
Let the value of d be assumed a 0.5 (b 4 e) 
Then froa ftqns. 6.30 and 6.32
(4
or
= 0.999 (A Cx2/
2 1
For sine wave fona
JIT [R.M.S. of A Cx2J
Therefore for sav/ tooth type uake form
sec [3 ---
x2
(6.33)
A
fi.V.S. of A C 2
- 2 C0«
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For separated wakes vihen d a 0*5 0> + •)
J 2 R.K.S. of A C 2 K.M.S. Of A 0^2 2 
fl 0 » sec P0 [(————————-JL;) + 2 (•———~————2L.) - 2 cos p,,,
2 ^2
R.M.S. of A C 0
(6.35)
For sine wave wake form
R.14.S, of A C_rt 2 _ R*M.S. Of A C_0 2
2
- E*M.S. of A
- 2 eos^ p9 (———=————) ] (6.36)
Cx2
The percentage H.M.S. value of C 2 appearing ir* the above equations is 
obtained from the anemometer voltmeter readings using the relation
R.M.S. of A C p . v
(———~—————) 3 Vp ( A ' V A) from Ref. [51]"^
where V_^« » Headings of TUM.8. Voltmeter
V « Mean velocity voltage on D.C. voltmeter of bridge 
V * *ero velocity voltage on D.C. voltmeter.
6.8 Calculation of lessor end "Ascusrion of results
At a flow coefficient of = 0.259, the wake traces were photographed 
at different radii. These wakes are shorn in Tig. 5»26.Prom these wakes it 
was observed that at radius ratios of 0.933, 0.933 and 0.4 they approximated 
to sine wave form arid thus the loss wae calculated by Kqn. t>.3f • At other 
radius ratios the wakes were separate and the loss was calculated from
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Eqn. 6.35* The results are plotted in Pig* 6.3 in the form of relative
w x ?.F total head lose coefficient = "'•••*> . Results obtained from pitct tube
measurements are also plotted. The method for obtaining loss coefficients 
by pitot tube is given in Appendix "Eff .
For a flow coefficient of $ = 0.420 wakes are given in Jig. i?.26. 
Bros these wakes it was observed that at a radius ratio of 0.983, the wake 
fons showed a separated wake and at a radius ratio of 0.4 it approximated 
to a sine wave form. Therefore at these two radius ratios, losses were 
calculated by equations 6.35 and 6,36 respectively. At other radius ratios 
the wake form could be approximated to the saw tooth type and thus losses 
were calculated by r.qn. 6.34* The results are plotted in Fig. 6.4* Here 
also the agreement with the losses obtained from pitot tube measurement is 
good.
For a flow coefficient of jl = 0.35& wake traces were riot obtained 
but the readings of V,,.,^ and V were recorded at different radii. or the
KMo
calculation of lo sea it was assumed that the wake form at radius ratios of 
0.983 and 0.4 corresponded to a sine wave, at a radius ratio of 0.933 it 
corresponded to a saw tooth form and at all other radii it corresponded to 
well separated wakes. Losses were calculated with the respective equations 
and are plotted in Fig* 6*1}-* There is good agreement with the re suits, obtained 
with the pitot tube except near the outer radius. There seems to be error 
in the loss computation by the pitot tube as the loss coefficient near th« 
tip is I«AS than at radius ratio of 0.933« It could he due to a rrong 
estimation of the outlet ; in- 'let
Pro» this it can be concluded that good estimation of lorses can be 
•ade by hot wire anemometer readings even in the absence of photographs of
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of the wakes by aaaumlng suitable wake forns* However, photographs of the 
wake form will help in a better estimation of the wake form and thus losses.
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CHAPTER VII
PT31FORMANCE CALCULATIONS 
7*1 Calculation of two dimensional outlet angles
In the case of impellers whose blade section at different radii 
are of standard form, i.e. circular arc, or N.A.C.A. 65 (^Q) series, and 
the solidity such that cascade data can be applied, then a two dimensional 
outlet angle can be predicted from the serai empirical rules as given by 
various workers and compiled by liorlock [21 ]•
For the impeller under test, these methods could not be applied with 
sufficient accuracy as the shape of the profile did not correspond to the 
standard forms and the space-chord ratio at the outer radius was beyond the 
range covered by cascade data. Also it is knom that at high space-chord 
ratio, the outlet angle does not remain constant with incidence angle. It 
was decided to use potential flow solutions to obtain the two dimensional 
outlet angles of the blade cascades at different radii in the impeller* Many 
methods of solution exist, most of them adapted for use in high speed digital 
computers. One such method is the computer programme written by aillyt 
Houlton and Wuregesan [5#] and stored at the National Engineering Laboratory, 
East Kilbride, Glasgow. This programme was used to obtain the outlet flow 
angles shown in Fig. 7*1 • ^he angle of incidence varies as the flow coef­ 
ficient $ varies and the results of Fig. 7-1 are given for three values of 
$• It will be seen that there is considerable variation of outlet angle 
with incidence as the space shord ratio increases with increasing radius.
7*2 Performance calculations using two dimensional methods
In Chapter III performance prediction in the form of work-flow coef-
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ficients was discussed. In Fig, 7.2 (a to f) performance curves a re drawn 
for the impeller using various theories as discussed in Chapter III. These 
include
1. predictions based on the simple Kuler theory, 
2* pxedictions on the basis of constant deviation. The deviation 
angle was calculated from Constant's rule (8 = 0.266 / ^~/ <j
where 9 is the camber angle),
3. predictions on the basis of variable deviation by Eqn, 3*8
(if s 2(1 - B) - 2 ff A,). This has been done only in a limited 
range as the variation of £2 with (3.. was known for only a limited 
range,
4. predictions based on the slip theory as given by Numachi [/-Oj. 
These results are plotted for radius ratios of 0,933> 0.6, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 and
0.4. The results are plotted as V - $? curves for a particular radius ratio,
. t-j r^ 
where W = '* J* based on the head rise and blade speed for that radius
/*<
ratio and $ s x2» based on outlet axial velocity and blade speed for the 
same radius ratio.
7»3 discussion of results
7«3»1 C -'on st ant de vi ation
From Fig. 7«1 it is clear that deviation is not constant at the high 
space chord ratio. However, for comparison, the head flow variation calculated 
on the basis of constant deviation from Constant's rule is plotted in Fig» 7.2 
(a to f). '-accept at the smallest radius ratio they pass through the region
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of the experimental results. The gradient of the predicted curve is higher 
than the gradient of the experimental results at the higher radius ratios. 
It sh; uld not be assumed that the prediction is fairly satisfactory because 
the predicted curve passes through the experimental results at some point, 
The predicted curve has to be multiplied by the efficiencies to make the 
comparison more valid which in most of the cases would make the predicted 
heal coefficients too low,
7.3*2 Variable deviation
The performance from variable deviation was calculated from ;qn. 3.8 
((^s2(1-B)-202 A.,) and the values of A and B from Eqn. 3.6, when F 
is constant and equal to B, using the computed two dimensional outlet angles 
given in Pig. 7*1 • The slopes of the work flow coefficient curves are more 
in agreement with the experimental results than the predictions on the basis 
of constant deviation.. Therefore when efficiency will be taken into con­ 
sideration they will give better agreement.
7.3«3 Nurnachi Clip theory
It has been showi earlier, that the Nuoachi slip theory is not based 
on total head rise. Its use in predicting the total head rise is unjustified. 
In the discussion of ref. (39J» Numachi used it to predict the head coefficients 
obtained experimentally by Jutton [39] and got apparently good agreement. 
Numachi 1 s equation is plotted for comparison in Fig, 7.2 (a to f) from which 
it can be seen that the claim thnt it predicts the experimental head coefficients 
is unjustified.
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7.Jf How analysis by three dimensional theories
As the two dimensional theories failed to predict the performance 
it was necessary to investigate if simple invisid three dimensional analysis 
would be able to predict the performance satisfactorily. The radial equi­ 
librium equation 3.33 as derived in Chapter III was used to analyse the flow. 
For this analysis it was assumed that the inlet velocity was uniform. The 
air outlet angles were obtained from Fig. 7-1. The equation was solved by a 
numerical iteration. At each stage of iteration the condition, of continuity 
from Eqn. 3,30 in its integral form was satisfied between station (1) and (2) 
i.e. / Pt
J Cx1 rdr1= 
rh
In Pig. 7«3, the outlet axial velocity as obtained by the analysis is plotted 
along with the experimental values at three flow coefficients. The agreement 
is good in the mi die region, but only fair towards the hub and the tip. It 
was therefore necessary to consider the ef ect of secondary flows.
7*5 Change in outlet angle due to secondary flows
As mentioned in Chapter III due to non-uniform inlet velocity, secondary 
flows are developed and due to this there is a change in the outlet angle. 
Therefore it was necessary to calculate this change in the outlet aigle.
7»5«1 Calculation of non-uniform inlet axial velocity
Due to boundary layer growth at the outer wall and at the hub, the 
inlet velocity is less in these regions than in the regions outside the 
boundary layer. However, the measured inlet velocity was not uniform even
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outside the boundary layer regions. This is due to the proximity of the 
measuring station to the impeller. Upstream of this the flow will be 
uniform outside the boundary layers. The inlet flow was takon to be uniform 
outside the boundary layer regions which were taken to be 0.8 inches .thick 
both at the hub and at the outer casing. The thickness was taken to remain 
constant at all flow rates.
In the boundary layer region at the hub and the tip, measu. ed axial 
velocity was taken. Outside the boundary layer region uniform velocity 
was calculated by equating the flow in the three regions to the measured flow, 
i.e. - d f rt
21T C r dr + 21T \ C r dr + 27T C . r dr = Q (7.2)
X • 1 A I I «t I v
where d is the boundary layer thickness and Q is the flow measured by the 
venturimeter.
7*5*2 Calculation of the change in the outlet angle
Once the inlet velocity profile was decided, the relative streamwise 
secondary vorticity was calculated by Eqn. 3*36. The change in outlet angle 
was calculated by Sqn. 3*37* £<£*» 3*37 as given by Hawthorne [33] is 
applicable to rectangular passage. It has been used in the present study 
and by Horlock [32 J for sector shape passage*
The outlet angle after taking into account the change due to secondary 
flows, the two dimensional angles as obtained by potential flow solution and 
the experimentally obtained angles uncorrected for axial velocity ratio are 
shown in Figs. 7*4 to 7*6. From those figures it can be seen that in the
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tip region at all the three flow coefficients the agreement between the 
calculated and experimentally measured angles is good. In the tip region 
relative streamwise secondary vorticity is in the stream direction. In 
this region there is considerable underturning due to the component of 
relative streamwise vorticity from the wall boundary layer at inlet to the 
blades. On the inner wall near the hub, no agreement could be reached. 
Kere also the direction of relative streamwise vorticity is in the stream 
direction. At $ a 0.420 the two dimensional outlet angle is more than the 
inlet angle and due to this after correction, the theory has shown overturning 
while the experiment has shown under-turning. At p e 0.358 and J0 = 0.259 
also there is no agreement but the trend is the same between the experimental 
results and the theory. One of the reasons for this non agreement could be 
that the derivation of Eqn^.36 depends on the assumption of zero radial velocity, 
but in actual practice at all coefficients, radial velocity was present and 
specially at J0 = 0.259 axial velocity at outlet was tending towards zero and 
became negative. The experimental values of outlet angles are uncorrected 
for axial velocity ratio. Better agreement will be obtained after the 
correction as the axial velocity ratio at the hub is much less than unity.
7»6 Calculation of the complete flow pattern
The following procedure for the calculation of the complete flow 
pattern was adopted.
(i) For tiis calculation inlet axial velocity was taken to be non 
uniform in the boundary layers and uniform outside the boundary layers. The 
same values of axial velocities as calculated in 7.5.1 were used.
(ii) In the boundary layer regions two dimensional angles corrected
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for secondary flows as given in Pigs. 7*4 to 7.6 were used, and outside the 
boundary layers two dimensional angles as given in Fig. 7*1 were used.
(iii) Radial equilibrium Eqn. 3-33 was used for the calculation of 
the outlet axial velocities at the three flow coefficients of j& = 0.420, 
0.358 and 0.259. The results are plotted in Figs. 7.7 to 7.9 •
(iv) From this outlet axial velocity, the axial velocity ratio was 
obtained and the change in outlet angle due to the axial velocity ratio was 
obtained by the method given by Soundranayagam [43] and discussed in Chapter III.
(T) The flow through the impeller was arain calculated by the radial 
equilibrium equation 3.33 using the outlet angles as obtained in stage (iv) above.
The outlet axial velocity profile thus calculated is shown in Figs, 
7.7 to 7.9 for three t tow coefficients. For comparison, the velocity obtained 
by experiment is also plotted. At $ = 0.420, the agreement between the experi­ 
mental values and the calculated values without taking into consideration the 
effect of axial velocity ratio is good except near the hub and the tip. When 
the effect of axial velocity ratio vras taken into consideration, the agreement 
became better in the middle region, but it slightly deteriorated in the boundary 
layer regions both at the hub and the tip. This is due to the fact that '/hen 
axial velocity was calculated according to step (iii) above, the outlet axial 
velocity was more than the inlet axial velocity near to hub and due to this 
axial velocity ratio was greater than unity. 7'hen the change in outlet angle 
was calculated due to the a^cial velocity ratio it vras further reduced and 
became less than even the two dimensional angle, which is unrealiptio and 
this affected the calculated result. At $ = 0.358 the agreement between the 
experimental value and the calculated result without taking into consideration 
the effect of the axial velocity ratio is good except near the hub. ''/hen the
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effect of axial velocity ratio was taken into consideration, the agreement 
improved near the hub and in the middle region, but it slightly deteriorated 
near the tip but as a whole there was improvement. At $ = 0.259 ^Iso the 
agreement was much improved when the effect of axial velocity ratio was taken 
into consideration*
7.7 Calculation of the head flow coefficient
From the calculated outlet axial velocity and with the knowledge of 
relative outlet angle, the tangential velocity CQ2 was o alculated at different 
radius ratios and for different flow coefficients. From this the value of 
the work coefficient was obtained* To obtain the head rise coefficient, the 
value of the work coefficient was multiplied by the blade element efficiency 
as plotted in Fig* 7.10. The values of head rise coefficients so obtained 
are plotted in Fig. 7*2 (a to f ) for different radius ratios against 02 , based 
on outlet axial velocity.
The integrated mean head rise coefficient for the impeller was obtained 
in the same manner as described in Chapter V, by integrating from hub to tip. 
The results are plotted in Fig. 7.11.
From Fig* 7*2 (a to g) it can be seen that the agreement between the 
experimental values and calculated values of local head rise coefficient is 
good for all flows except at radius ratio of 0*933, it may be considered only 
fair at high flows.
Jter integrated mean head rise coefficient, the agreement for the 
majority of flow conditions can be considered good. At maximum flow, the 
agreement is only fair* The calculated value of mean head rise coefficient 
is about 20 percent higher than the experimental value at $ = 0.420,
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CHAPTEK VIII 
PIPCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 General discussion
The agreement between the experimentally obtained and theoretically 
predicted hea flow characteristics at different radii as well as that between 
the experimental and theoretical overall head characteristics can be considered 
good* Kowever, wherever there is a difference it could be due to two factors, 
naaely (a) between the experimentally obtained outlet angles and the angles 
used for flow analysis find (b) incorrect estimation of losses at any particular 
radius ratio for a particular flow coefficient.
Per accurate analysis and performance prediction it is necessary that 
the experimentally obtained and theoretically predicted angles should be the 
same* Ihen radial equilibrium solutions were obtainod from Eqn, 3*33 using 
experimentally obtained Jingles, the agreement between theory and experiment 
was very good as can be seen in Fig. 8,1, Prom this figure it can also be 
seen that at ji = 0,259> ^he radial equilibrium equation is able to predict 
the separation of the flotr from the hub as discussed in Chapter V".
To obtain the correct outlet angle, tha effect of secondary flows and 
the effect of axial Velocity ratio was taken into consideration. For the cal­ 
culation of relative stream wise secondary vorticity, the boundary layer thick­ 
ness at inlet and outlet of the impeller, at the hub and the tip and at all 
flow coefficients was assumed to be the same i.e. 0,8 inches which was the 
experimentally measured value at e single flow coefficient. It is known that 
the thickness of the boundary layer is not the same at the hub and at the tip 
and. also it varies with the flow coefficient ae pointed out by "rerory-Smith 
[59], Alao, Yiherever there is a Isrge gradient of velocity it is difficult
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to measure the actual thickness of the boundary layer specially with pitot 
cylinder type of probe. The representative value of 0.8 inches for the 
boundary layer thickness at hub and casing was taken as a constant for con­ 
venience. The variation of the boundary layer thickness from this value was 
not large and it was not expected that significant error would have resulted 
from this assumption. In this analysis emphasis was placed on allowing for 
the change in outlet an^le through the tip and hub boundary layers only. 
Small changes in angles would also occur outside the boundary layer in the 
main stream region. In addition there is the trailing vortieity shed from 
the blades which have been neglected for reasons given in Chapter III. The 
disagreement between the experimental and calculated outlet angles can be 
attributed in part to the neglect of these factors. There is also the 
important point that the theoretical two dimensional angles were calculated 
on the basis of inviscid flow which does not allow for the profile boundary 
layer growth. The calculated two dimensional, angles cannot be expected to be 
exact specially at the larger space to chord ratios.
The effect of axial velocity ratio on outlet sngle was also taken into 
consideration* According to the method of r.oundranayagam [43] which has been 
used here, both the inlet and outlet angles change with axial velocity but 0 , 
the angle of attack remains constant. It means thr?.t graphs have to b e plotted 
showing the variation of inlet and outlet angles for various axial velocity 
ratios, so that new outlet angle can be estimated which corresponds to a slightly 
different inlet angle. This is a very long procedure and therefore for this 
analysis the inlet angle was assumed to be constant, the change in outlet 
angle due to a slight change in the inlet angle being negligibly small. Ala* 
for calculating basic lift coefficient certain const an% were obtained from
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Mellor's [60] chart. Strictly speaking these constants are to be used for 
N.A.C.A. 65 series thickness distributions, while the same constants have 
been used in the present case where the thickness distribution was quite 
different from the N.A.C.A. 65 series. Mellor suggested that such use was 
allowable rjhere outlet angle and lift coefficient calculations were involved, 
without detailed calculation of the pressure distribution along the aerofoil* 
This might have also affected the final value in the change in outlet angles 
due to axial velocity ratio.
However, with all these shortcomings when the combined effect of the 
angle variation was taken into consideration, the axial velocity profiles 
improved considerably in comparison with those calculated using the theoretical 
two dimensional angles. Furthermore, flow losses were not taken into account 
in using the radial equilibrium equation (Bq. 3*33) to calculate the outlet 
axial velocity distribution. It was not possible to make an accurate 
estimation of the losses beforehand from the usual loss correlations, though 
the losses were later measured as described in Chapter VI and taken into 
account for estimating the head rise. It was decided to neglect the losses 
in calculating the outlet axial velocity distribution. It seems that the 
flow calculation is not very sensitive to the neglect of the losses if the 
correct outlet angles are known as can be seen from Fig. 8.1 .
The second factor in any non agreement between the experimental and 
predicted head flow relationship can be the incorrect estimation of the 
relative total head loss coefficient* This estimation was done experimentally, 
Estimation of loss by subtractin the measured outlet total head rise from the 
calculated ideal total head rise would inevitably lead by a circular argument 
to perfect n^reement between the predicted head rise and the measured total
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head. For the sake of comparison, the losses calculated from the hot wire 
measurements are plotted alongside the losses determined from the total 
pressure measurements as above in Pigs* 6.3 and 6,4. The agreement in the 
middle region of the blade span is good with not too much of a divergence in 
the hub and tip regions. The most likely source of the non agreement is the 
assumption made about the shape of the wake wave form. Better agreement 
could be obtained by adjusting the numerical constants to correspond more to 
the actual shape of the wave forms observed on the oscilloscope in the hub 
and tip regions. Another source of non agreement could be the assumption 
made that there is at least one streamline which has not suffered an increase 
in entropy. It appears that this assumption was justified in the mid blade 
region, but introduced error in the hub and tip regions where the greatly 
increased losses make this assumption questionable*
This method has given reasonable values of blade efficiency at 
different flow coefficients as plotted in Pig. 7.10, It showsthat at 
f s 0.259* the flow coefficient just befoi-e the stalling of the impeller * all 
the blade elements have high efficiency and variation is small. It jJ «= 0.420, 
the maximum efficiency of any blade element is only 76 percent and the 
efficiency varies fr m zero at radius ratio of 0.4 to zero at the tip. However, 
at all flow coefilclents, the efficiency at the tip was zero, which may be due 
to error In the loss measurements.
As can be seen from the experimental results the behaviour of the 
impeller completely changed when the flow was reduced from J3 = 0.259. The 
question arises whether it is possible to analyse the flow ana predict the 
performance belov* j} = 0.259? For this it is necessary to know (1) the profile 
inlet velocity, (2) the correct outlet angle, and (3) the correct estimation
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of losses* AS knofm fro» experiment in this region, the fluid started 
flowing out at the outer r^3ius at inlet, the inlet axial velocity varying 
from Motisua to sero on 3 then becowln^ negative* Thus to assume a uniform 
velocity tliroufjhout the Knnulus or a variation or velocity in the? boundary 
layer region viould be v©ry far fro® real conditions. Two dimensional outlet 
angles could have been obtained from potential flow solutions, but due to 
reverse flow at the inner radius at outlet, there was no comparison between 
the actual angles aitd the two dimensional angles* Also for correct analysis 
it is necessary to take into consideration the effect of secondary riotfs* In 
this region it was not possible to ao the taae as the inlet velocity profile 
could not be &&ti«atad to any %c«uraey* For estlaation of losses by hot wire 
the value of the cutlet angle a»d ?ixinl velocity should oe iitiomu Due to 
reverse flow at the inner rnaius, the cotial velocity is negative and thus an 
unrealistic vfdue Of loss woilc h^ve been obtained* "~herefore it seems th-t 
it Is not possible to pretliet the p<sr-fbrmsaso in this region to any accuracy*
In Fig* 8«£ the effect of axial velocity ratio on outlet ®ngle at 
different r.idil 1® slotted. It can ba seen from the figuro that for a 
particular1 axial velocity ratio* the ch^ngft in outlet angle is the same at 
radii* f?roffl this it seems th^t for this particular iapeller the oh«m£e in 
outlet ^ngle due to nsrial velocity ratio is independent of staffer, space 
chord ratio aatl blage geometry and is only a function of the axial velocity 
ratio* However, before ^eneralising; this, further experiments will be 
neoessary on different types of iiapcllws*
8»2 Conolugions
Fron this study the fbllowing conclusions can be drawn.
1, The concept of « constant slip factor in unfounded* ^he slip
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factor is not a constant just because the deviation may be constant. The 
Wislicenus formula for the slip foctor is valid only when the deviation is 
zero, when in any case the slip factor would be unity by definition,
2. Following from the above the slip factor approach and the 
deviation approach to the two dimensional performance prediction have been 
completely reconciled and the two approaches are in no way contradictory. 
They are both essentially the same in that they each take into consideration 
the deviation of the flow from the blade.
3« The use of the Ifaiaachi slip equation to predict the total head 
rise has no justification as it has been shown to depend on the rise in 
static head.
4« For an impeller of small hub tip radius ratio and vshose space 
chord ratio is more than 1.5 at the outer radius, it is possible to analyse 
the flow correctly with the help o< the radial equilibrium equation, when the 
effect of secondary flows and axial velocity ratio are taken into consideration, 
together with two dimensional outlet angles calculated on the basis of 
inviseid potential flow.
5. Reasonable values of relative total pressure loss coefficient can 
be estimated by simple calculation from hot wire anemometer readings of wake 
R.ftl.S. voltage if suitable assumptions about the wake wave form can be.made.
6. The use of Betcfe loading factor has been confirmed in connection 
with flow reversal at the tip.
7. Flow reversal at the hub when the mean flow coefficient is reduced 
can be successfully predicted by radial equilibrium equation.
8. It is possible to design a low pressure rise impeller of small hub 
tip radius ratios and moderately large space chord ratio at the tip in the
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same way as conventional compressors are designed, provided correct estimation 
Of the outlet angle caa be made at different flow coefficients* as at large 
pitch chord ratio the outlet angle is aot constant with the incidence an;:ie«
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APPENDIX "A""
2 c
Static head rise
U
(2 U
6
), assuming
02
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Derivation of Numachi's slip equation 
As shown in Chapter III
AH =
6
(3.D
Lfj 8 2(1 - ^ tan (3.2)
E
- 2
or
Ah C r
ES
22
But C . U - C tan
z tan p (A.3)
. • T ES - fc L' - 2V • - /^ tan 3^)j (1 - $n tan
But due to *lip actual C^0 a C.. (ideal Cfi0 )n
Also fVom Sqn« A«1
f
I " D*
For two dimensional flow C , « Cx1
Substituting for ^f? tan p . in Eqn. A.4
tan p)] [1 - tan P] (A.4)
2 ,2 tan
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(A.8)
APPENDIX "B"
Total head rise efficiency for a blade element 
Work output = Efficiency x work input*
Blade Element efficiency =
work in^ut - losses 
work input
B
119
^ H S c . u (B.I)
where is the mean loss of total heatl and ^ ,. total head rise efficiency 
for a blade element.
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APPENDIX "C" 
Calculation of the effect of axial velocity variation
C.1 Velocities induced in the cascade due to axial velocity change
A blade cascade is a device to deflect a uniform inlet flow to give 
another uniform flow at exit. In Fig. C.1, if a vortex sheet of constant 
circulation F A is superimposed on a uniform aainstream of velocity W ,
induced velocities of strength ~r» are set up parallel to the sheet upstream 
and downstream. These have the effect of changing V/ to uniform velocities 
W, upstream and W2 downstream* If the vortex sheet is separated into 
individual vortices of strength / a P, s inhere s is the space between them 
and the latter are replaced by aerofoils with circulation P , then the overall 
strength of the vortex sheet is unaltered and is now simulated by a blade
cascade, with a vector mean velocity W . The lift of each aerofoil can ben
expressed by
L = Pw P «=C, 4/°W 2 c Am' L 2 / m
• n W c C. / „ 4 ^ 
• • / ~ m L (C.1) 
2
p W c C 
Therefore the induced velocities «r — • of Pig. C.1 are equal to —t —— => .
If the complete velocity triangles for inlet and outlet flow «r* drawn as 
shown in Fig* C.1, it is seen that the flow angles may be expressed as
W c C
W sin p + -&-T — * 
. a n ___ rm 4s tan p = ———— C03 p t ——
m m
c C
« tan B + - ——— «—- (C.2) 
*m 4s cos p x '
A
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and c C
tan p . t* p - - (C.3)
C»2 The change in circulation due to change in axial velocity
C.2.1 The effect of camber on the lift coefficient
The camber line of an aerofoil blade is given as a distribution of ordinates 
y for varying values of x, the distance along the chord.
= y(f)
The blade camber is meaningfully described by
°b H 2 5T 
Jo
where 0 is given by — = 4(1 - cos 9)
The camber line itself can be written
£ , Cb f (f) (C.6)
G
where f is some flmotion of — • C. will be recognised as the ideal lift c CD
coefficient for the isolated aerofoil as given by the Glauert thin aerofoil 
theory and is a known constant once the shape of the camber line is specified. 
For synanetrically cambered isolated aerofoils, the lift coefficient varies 
linearly with C • A statement of this nature cannot be made beforehand for 
cascade aerofoils. Soundranayagam [43] has shown that for any given angle of 
attack, the variation of C_ with C. is linear to a very good approximation. 
He has further suggested that this linear relationship holds 1'or all aerofoil
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cascades even if they do not have symmetrical camber lines. Therefore the 
lift coefficient of a cascade blade at a given angle of attack can be 
written at
CT a CT of «ero cambered blade + CT due to camber (C.7) L L it
The second term on the right hand side of the Eqn* tJ-7 is a linear function 
of C, . The first term on the right hand side of ftqn, C.7 would be given 
by the well known '"einig flat plate cascade results \2\ with a modification 
for the blade thickness effect and is called CT basic
L
C_ = C basic + C_ due to camber (C.8) L L L
C.2.2 The tauagency conditi on
In a two dimensional cascade, the blades are replaceable by infinitely 
long vortex and source sink lines lying parallel to the blade span and dis­ 
tributed along the chord. This array of singularities, when superimposed 
on a uniform stream W , gives the resultant two dimensional flow. Let 
u and v be the induced velocities parallel and normal to the chord, at a 
point on the central aerofoil, due to the entire singularity distribution. 
The slope of the camber line at a poini, on the aerofoil must lie equal to 
the ratio of the total vertical velocity to the total horizontal velocity 
at that point.
W sin 9 + v dy
• P_____m _ C /« Q\* * W cos 4——Tu ~~ ^^ } 
m m
The induced velocities v1 and u f associated with the axial velocity change 
are due to the smear of s >urses (and/or sinks) on the side walls which would 
lie normal to the span. So with axial velocity change we have a uniform
stream W , a system of infinitely lonr vortex and source sink lines lying n
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along the span and located at the blade positions periodically in the 
pitch direction, and a system of groups of infinitely long line sources 
normal to the span lying along the cascade axis and periodic in the span- 
wise direction one span length apart. The tangency condition afc centre 
span can novr be written
¥ sin 0 + v + v 1 dy mm c (C-10)
•/; cos %T + u + u* ~ dx m m
sin 9 * v dy f .m m _ ^c /,. u 1 _____ , v ____
cos 0 TIT " dx v Y/ cos e + u ' " ' cos 0 •»• umm mm in m
small blade camber and small velocity change, the product ("TT 
[U /(W cos d + u)] can be neglected. The quantity u in the denominator 
of the last term is also dropped to enable a manageable solution to be 
obtained* The tangency condition now becomes 
W sin & + v
W cos 9 + u " dx W cos Q at m mm
nhich is the same as for two dimensional flow with a reduced camber line
slope. The effective camber line is say Y = Y(x) wherec
_ax w cos em m
without axial velocity change
sin « + v dy
m c f • f—_W cos Q + u - dx b c m m
•«•>
where the prime stands for differentiation with respect to (— )
c
With axial velocity change
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sin G + v dY 
m m ' c - c
cos d u dx b c c 19 m
*ere C = 2 ( - ) cos 8 d0\1 •v ^^ mv •«»K m
/ -c r77" ..
" 2 —— cos Q d« - 2 Qv s ^ Cos e
*0 J 0 m
where C, A is the modification to C, due to axial velocity change. The
Dl 0
Keffective eatober is C,
C.2.J5 The calculation of C,, and Cv
Ol D
C. . can be calculated once the variation of v' from the blade 
leading edge to the trailing edge is Icnown. ft is will depend on the way in 
which the axial velocity varies, which depends in turn on the way in which 
passage dimensions vary. It may be assumed that the axial velocity changes 
uniformly from the cascade edge to the trailing edge.
The induced velocity w can be written
w s W cos( > + 0 )(, ,.) (C»15)
Cx2 
where > is the stagger angle and k is the axial velocity ratio (——-).Cx1 
The induced velocity v* normal to the chord varies linearly as in the bottom
of Fig. 3-6 ^
s 2 I - ~L -" - cos cos
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2
.TT w sin> - 2 w sin> -
O _____O_______£
cos Q 0 mm
2 w sin /IT
W cos 9 d-f )eo.Qd»
MM ^H I ^^
2 sin > v; cos( >, + g
———————%:————-——m k * \ (1-2) cos 0 dO
K COS « ) V O X
2 sin > cos ( > + g )(r—4) /- 71"
0
cos 9m
xvhere — has been written in terms of 3.o
This gives
IT sin > cos( > 4 0 ) . ** a f k « .1. i
.Ml (-——— ———— —— JLk -»• 1cos n
which is a function of the stagger, angle of attack and axial velocity ratio. 
It is independent of the shape of the blade. For a given set of cascade 
parameters and axial velocity ratio, the two dimensional camber C, can now 
be modified to give the effective camber C, . C, ,. changes sign depending 
on whether k is greater than or less thai unity*
Calculation of the effective circulation 
For a give/i cascade of arbitrarily cambered aerofoils, the two
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dimensional circulation is proportional to the length BC of Fig* 3»7 
the reduced or effective circulation is proportional to DE. The ratio of 
the effective circulation to the two dimensional circulation will thus be 
•qual to the ratio of the effective lift coefficient to the two dimensional 
lift coefficient, the effective lift coefficient is given by
*V = CL = 2 FT? ftan '°l' " k tan $2 J COS P«
The first step is to determine the basic lift coefficient of a non 
cambered blade (C, - 0) of the same thickness ratio placed in cascade at the 
appropriate stagger and space chord ratio. Referring to the paper by 
Mellor [60], it is possible to write the lift coefficient of such a non 
cambered blade as
C. basic « 2 7T A sin 9 + 2 TT A. - (C.18) It a m t c
twhere — is the thickness ratio. o
A is the sane as the rreinig flat plate cascade influence coefficient. 
A, is the coefficient that allows for blade thickness effects. The effect of
V
distributing finite thickness on a thin camber line is to deflect the flow
away from the axial direction. Mellor [60] has computed a chart giving A.t
as a function of stagger and space chord ratio foz- the thickness distribution
of N.A.C.A. 65 series compressor blades. The same value of A. applies witht
good accuracy for the thickness distribution of all aerofoil shapes for the 
purpose of calculating the overall lift coefficient. The detailed shape 
of the thickness distribution is important only for detailed surface velocity 
calculations.
Knowing the geometry of the blade camber, line, the parameter C, can 
be calculated* C, . can be found from Kqn. C.16 for a given axial velocity
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IIratio* Hence the effective camber C, from "Son, C.1/+.b
Assuming that the two dimensional lift coefficient is known, Eqn, 
C.8 gives
C_ due to camber (2d) = C_ - C_ basic L L L
As the effective camber changes due to axial velocity change, C. basic 
remains the same but the C- due to camber changes linearly with C^»
cb*
.*. effective C_ = Cr « CT basic + C_ due to camber (2d) x -~L L L LI (/•>
« CT basic •*• CT due to camber (C.19)
L it
C«3 Method of application
C*3*1 Calculation of experimental lift coefficient
The usual formula for calculating the lift coefficient is
CL = 2 ~ (tan P1 - tan p£ ) cos ^ (C.20)
In an actwal experimental flow with acceleration of axial velocity use of 
this formula would give
C' = 2 - (tan S« - tan P0 ») cos [arc tan J(tan p • - tan (3 «] (C.21) It 6 1 * \ d.
would yield a Tirong estimate of the actual experimental lift as the 
formula assumes the circulation to be proportional to GF of Fig. 3*7 instead 
of the actual experimental value of BE* Cos (5 * would, however, be a littleIB
less than cos p as p * based on p ' and p • as above would be greater than 
the real vector mean angle*
The change in axial velocity is described by the axial velocity 
ratio k where
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, ou tl e t axi al m vc 1 oc i ty 
inlet axial velocity
cos
cos 
cos
cos pT^-Tr" (C.22) TO
Remembering W4 COB |3, s W cos p_ = '" cos p , this gives
I » <ef 4. Jil ffl
jf «| 
The angles |3. and {5 2 are now given by
tan 8^ = ~y tan ^ '
tan P* = - tan (C.25)
and the true vector mean angle j3 is given byin
tan ffl * ——T;- [tan p 1 • + k tan ^ ] (C.26)
The experimental li.it coefficient due to the experimental circulation DK
Fig. 3.7 is given by
„ _ o
C ' » C_ a 2 - . :——r [tan 6 • - k tan p •] cos p as given ii Ju c K 4 i i c. m
previously by ;qn. C.1?. Pm being given by Kqn. C.26.
C.j}«2 Calcilfttion of angle change
There arc two possible cases to be evaluated. The first is given 
known initial two dimensional conditions to determine what the coi responding 
conditions would be if there ms a change in the axial velocity. The
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other starts with a flow of known axial velocity ratio and calculates 
v*iat the corresponding two diner.sional flow would be. In the first case 
vector ceari angle ifi calculated and from that £ , the angle of attack and 
CL basic is determined from Eqn. C.19 and the effective lift coefficient 
C by Eqn, C.1? for the given value of k. 
6 4 and p 0 are calculated from
I fL
tan S. s tan 8 + •—————r— (C.2?)
1 E IfS COS p
_ Hc C
tan p* = tan p - -———*-r- (6.28) 
^2 Ka 4s cos p
which corresponds to Kqns. C.2 and C.3»
The actual flow angles are now calculated from Eqns. C.24 and C.25. 
The t^vo flows do not have the same inlet angle but the same angle of attack 
4> of the unchanging vector mean velocity,
In the second case when a flow with axial velocity change is knomn,
B is calculated using Eqn. C.26 and the experimental lift coefficient C_ ' ra L
•u*
(» C- ) calculated using Eqn. C.1?« C basic is determined and C, . cal­ 
culated, and the two dimensional lift coefficient is given by
C,
C a C_ basic + (C * - C. basic)
il it i» Jj , ^
The two dimensional flow armies p. and P2 are calculated from B ns. C.2 and 
C*3. Again the an;:le of attack 9 has remained unchanged.
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Hptt - Details of the impeller
Hub-Tip radius ratio 0.33 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.933 LOO 
Radius (inches) k 4.8 6.00 7.2 8.4 9.6 11.2 12.0
3 * ?66
Space-Chord ratio 0.877 0.77 1.00 1.22 1.630 1.763 2.19 2.45
47 '55 W>99 5°'45 52<1 ° 54 ' 1 ° 56 '99 58 '°°
26
Blade inl.^t arigle * 65.05 77.49 73.45 77.10 83.10 85-99 86.50 
(degrees)
Blade outlet angle - 39-05 37.49 38.45 42.10 44.10 46.99 1^-50 
(degrees)
Design lift coeff. - 0.2380 0.4105 0.3969 0.3540 0.3330 0.3607 0.3133
No lift angle 0 Q 
(degrees) * ~2 '9
of _ Q 25 Q t Q Q attack (degrees)
The mean tip clearance was 0.9 percent of the blade height. 
Angles measured from axial direction as explained in Fig. D.1
The so called optimum angle of attack for an isolated blade of this 
shape to give non infinite velocities at the leading edge when thickness 
effects are neglected.
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From Glauert's thin aerofoil theory
Design lift coefficient « 2 f r^ cos 9 dS (*>.1)
0
1 / d lift angle « - [ §f (1 - cos «) d« (D.2)
Design angle of attack ^ —
TT
/I 
1 ^ "v - (D.3)
J
Measurements at 18 points on the cumber line were taken and the slope of
dythe camber line -3™ was obtained at each point.dx
The above equations were solved by graphical integration for each
camber line.
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APPENDIX "E" 
EVALUATION OF RESULTS
After obtaining pitch angle p , total pressure P and static 
pressure p from the calibration chart of Pig. 4.6 and measuring yaw angle 
a from the divided traverse head, the other results were evaluated as 
follows. 
(1) Velocities
•• - p) 2 p
where p = dynamic pressure
p « y h
*Y 'w W
. C =8 /— f>
y h 
C . /2g.-i-2 (B.2)
where y = specific weight of water 
y a specific weight of air
h * dynamic head in ft. of water. w
3 density of air 
From this, other velocities weii e calculated as follows:
/jcial velocity, C « C.cos p cos a
Tangential velocity, C^ « C.cos p sin a (8.4)
Radial velocity, C, = C.sin p sin a (E.5)
__ 0 
Mean inlet axial velocity, C .. = —————^5——-s- (B.6)
Xl 60 . ( r ^ - ru ^ N — 
t h
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(2) Blade speed
TT 2TT N r At any radius, U «
At tip, tL « 2TTNrt (8.8)11 — oo —
(3) Flow coefficients
Cx1 
Flow coefficient based on inlet axial velocity, #, » — - (£-9)
Flow coefficient based on outlet exial velocity, ^ = —— • (E.10) 
Mean l^ldw coefficient, ft = \1 (E.11)
Head rise coefficient
Head rise of a blade element, AH = H^ - H.
Head rise coefficient of a blade ele
_ 2 IT 
Weighted mean head rise, AH » rr—
AH.2gment, W = —— •«»
trf rt
r(H2 Cx2 - H, Cx
(E.I 2)
(E.13)
^ ar
7 
Mean head rise coefficient,
(3) Loss of total head from pitot tube
Blade element ideal head rise, AK = rP* Cj2 (B.16)
* «
Trtiere C6? calculated from experimental results and £ . assume to be zero. 
Actual head rise obtained by pitot tube s AH
.*. Mean relative total head loss, w - AIL - AI! (S.1?)
~LO PC 
• *. Relative mean total head loss coefficient a -—~»* (E.18)
(6) Torque calculation
Aerodynamic torque 
r,
T * 2TT
Mechanical torque (net)
T * [(Dead load on dynamometer •«• load calculated by transducer reading)
B
x torque arm] - [Bearing friction torque] (E«20)
(7) Horse power
27T.N.T 
Shaft horse power (8 fh.p.) * .- QQQ° (E.21)
Output Air horse power (A.h.p.) = ya *'v (E.22)
33,000
(8) Efficiency
Overall mean efficiency, ^ = ^*p * x 100 (E.23)
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APPENDIX "P"
.COMVT5Rr.ION OF EXPERIMENTAL WrLKS FOR A.V.H. OF UNITY 
Pigs. F.1 and P.2 show the experimentally obtained relative inlet 
and outlet angles at different radius ratios converted to unity axial 
velocity ratio. Por comparison, two dimensional angles have been plotted. 
It can be seen that after the correction for axial velocity ratio, the 
corrected angles can be joined by a smooth curve in the same manner as the 
two dimensional angles. Wherever there was large variation of axial 
velocity ratio from unity, the correction is also puite high as can be 
seen for radius ratio of 0.4. Therefore, whenever the two dimensional 
angles are to be compared vdth experimentally obtained angles, the experi­ 
mentally obtained angles should be corrected for axial velocity ratio 
effect .
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APPENDIX "G"
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